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FILE NO. 141148

1

ORDINANCE NO.

[Contracting Process - Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project]

2
3

Ordinance modifying the requirements of Administrative Code, Section 6.68, as applied

4

to the proposed construction of the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project to authorize

5

the Municipal Transportation Agency to, instead of a formal Request for Qualifications,

6

issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) to potential construction managers/general

7

contractors (CM/GC), to include their teams of core trade subcontractors, which RFP

8

will contain minimum qualifications for the CM/GC and certain subcontractors;

g

evaluate the CM/GC primarily on non-cost criteria; negotiate a guaranteed maximum

1O

price with the ~elected CM/GC when the design is sufficiently complete, provided the

11

price is fair and reasonable; and making environmental findings.

12

NOTE:

13

14

15

.Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough ittdics Times Nev,; Roman font.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

16
17

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

18

19

Section 1. General Background and Findings.

20

(a)

The Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project, now known as the Van Ness

21

Corridor Transit Improvement Project (the Project), is a large-scale plan to implement "full-

22

feature" BRT on one of the busiest transit routes that is also a major "north-south"

23

transportation corridor for all transportation modes in San Francisco; once completed, it will be

· 24
25

an integral part of the Muni "Rapid" network of transit service proposed in 2008 that will
gradually be implemented on all major transportation corridors in San Francisco. The San
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1

Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) anticipates that the Federal Transit

2

Administration (FTA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation will provide $75,000,000 in

3

funding for the Project as part of its Small Starts Program.

4

(b)

On September 13, 2013, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority

5

("SFCTA"), as the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")

6

adopted Resolution No. 14-18, in which it certified the Final Environmental Impact

7

Statement/Environmental lmpa~t Report (EIS/EIR) for the Project as adequate, accurate and

8

objective, and reflecting the independent judgment of the SFCTA in accordance with the

9

adopted CEQA Findings, including a statement of overriding considerations and a mitigation

10

monitoring and reporting program; and approved the locally preferred alternative ("LPA"),"The

11

Center-running BRT with Right Side Boarding Platforms Single Median and Limited Left

,

Turns," akmg with the Vallejo Northbound Station Variant. The SFCTA determined that the

13

LPA has the transit performance attributes of a center-running BRT (e.g., faster, more reliable

14

service), while avoiding the need to acquire left-right door vehicles and completely rebuild the

15

median; further, the Vallejo Northbound Station Variant would provide enhanced access for

16

residents in the northern part of the Proj_ect corridor.

17

(c)

On September 17, 2013, the SFMTA Board of Directors, acting in its capacity as

18

a responsible agency under CEQA, considered the Final EIS/EIR; adopted CEQA Findings,

19

including a statement of overriding considerations, and a mitigation monitoring and reporting

20

program; and approved the Project by Resolution No. 13-214. The previously adopted CEQA

21

Findings are incorporated by reference.

22

(d)

The Board of Supervisors finds that this approval action is within the scope of

23

the Project analyzed in the Final EIS/EIR and approved by the SFMTA Board by Resolution

24

No. 13-214. The documents related to the Final EIS/EIR have been made available to this
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1

Board and the public and are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No.

2

141148.

3

(e) The Board of Supervisors has considered the Final EIS/EIR, the previously adopted

4

CEQA Findings, which it adopts as its own in support of this approval, and finds, on the basis

5

of substantial evidence and in light of the whole record, that since the approval of the Project

6

no further environmental review beyond the Final EIS/EIR is required under CEQA for the

7

following reasons: there have been no changes in the Project, the circumstances under which

8

the Project will be undertaken, or new information that has become available about the Project

9

that would require major revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to new significant impacts or a

1O

substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts; and no new

11

information has become available to indicate that mitigation measures or alternatives found

12

not feasible, which would reduce one or more significant impacts have become feasible, or

13

considerably different mitigation measures or alternatives would substantially reduce one or

14

more significant effects on the environment.

15
16
17

Section 2. Construction Manager/General Contractor and Core Trade Subcontractors
C.ontracting Procedure for the Van Ness BRT Project.
(a)

Administrative Code, Section 6.68, allows the City to procure construction

18

services for public works projects by a process known as "integrated project delivery" (IPD),

19

whereby the City retains a construction manager/general contractor (CM/GC) during the

20

design process to review and comment on the constructability of the design within the

21

established budget for the project.· Under the IPD process, Section 6.68(C) requires that a

22

request for qualifications (RFQ) be issued to pre-qualify firms prior to issuance of a request for

23

proposals (RFP); pre-qualified firms are then invited to submit competitive proposals for the

24

project in response to the RFP. Under Section 6.68(0), each proposal is ranked to determine

25

which proposal provides the overall:best value to the City with respect to non-cost and cost
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1

criteria, with the cost criteria (the fees proposed for pre-construction services and for

2

construction phase services, including overhead, profit, and general conditions) constituting

3

not less than 65 percent of the overall evaluation.

4

(b)

The City held a charrette regarding the Project with potential CM/GC proposers,

5

and the SFMTA issued a request for information to solicit feedback from firms not present at

6

the charrette. Based on those activities, the SFMTA has determined that it will not be

7

necessary to pre-qualify firms under an RFQ process; rather, the SFMTA intends to issue an

8

RFP with minimum qualifications listed for the CM/GC and certain core subcontra.ctors.

9

(c)

Other CM/GC transit projects that have been funded through the FTA have

1O

placed more weight on non-cost considerations, such as experience, qualifications, diversity

11

and workforce approaches, than what is permitted under Administrative Code Section 6.68.

,

ln,order to meet and exceed federal disadvantaged business and workforce hiring

13

requirements, and obtain the most qualified CM/GC team for the Project, the SFMTA also

14

wishes to give more weight to non-cost criteria. SFMTA will ask for price proposals to Include

15

(1) pre-construction costs, and (2) a fixed fee (profit and other fixed expenses) for all

16

construction work, based on the estimated cost of the construction, which may be adjusted if

17

actual construction costs differ significantly from the estimate. The evaluation of the price

18

proposals will constitute not less than 30 percent of the overall evaluation; evaluation of non-

19

cost criteria will constitute·~ maximum of 70 percent of the overall evaluation.

20

(d)

Other CM/GC transit projects have negotiated a guaranteed maximum price

21

(GMP) with the selected CM/GC after the final design is sufficiently completed. The SFMTA

22

intends to negotiate portions of the GMP, including the general conditions and the co~t of all

23

construction work for the Project. The fixed fee referred to in subsection (c) above will also

24

become part of the GMP. The SFMTA will retain independent estimators who shall provide

)

the SFMTA with cost estimates of all Project construction work. After receiving a GMP
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1

proposal from the CM/GC, the SFMTA will meet with the CM/GC to discuss and negotiate

2

elements of the proposal. The SFMTA will conduct a cost/price analysis in accordance with

3

FTA requirements to ensure that the final GMP is fair and reasonable. If the SFMTA and the

4

CM/GC are unable to agree on what the SFMTA considers to be a reasonable price for the

5

work, the SFMTA may terminate the contract with the CM/GC, issue an invitation for bids, and

6

award a contract for the Project to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder.

7

(e)

Under Administrative Code section 6.68(H), the selected CM/GC procures

8

subcontracts for the trade work by inviting pre-qualified trade subcontractors to submit

g

competitive bids. Those bids are evaluated on price alone, and the CM/GC awards the

1O
11

· subcontract to the lowest responsive bidder.
(f)

The SFMTA has determined that selection of all subcontractors according to the

12

procedures in Section 6.68(H) would not be the most cost- and time-efficient way of

13

implementing the Project, which is unusual relative to other CM/GC projects that have been

14

constructed in San Francisco, given that it is a "horizontal" project that will be constructed in

15

the middle of a major traffic corridor in San Francisco (as opposed to construction of an office

16

building or other "vertical" project). Of great advantage in the pre-construction final design

I

17

and construction planning process will be the assistance of core subcontractors, such as

18

those with specialties in overhead contact system/traction power construction, paving,

19

sewer/water main replacement, and traffic control, to develop the best plan for scheduling

20

construction in the corridor. Non-core subcontractors who meet the minimum qualifications

21

will be solicited competitively by the CM/GC, based on low bid.

22

(g)

On October 7, 2014, the SFMTA Board of Directors adopted Resolution No. 14-

23

147, which authorized the SFMTA to use a Construction Manager/General Contractor project

24

delivery method for the Van Ness BRT Project, and further authorized the Director of

25

Transportation, in his discretion, to seek approval from the Board of Supervisors for a Project-
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1

specific ordinance to implement the CM/GC delivery method in a manner that is most efficient

2

for the Project.

3

Section 3. Modification of Requirements of Administrative Code Section 6.68.

4

Notwithstanding the provisions of Administrative Code Section 6.68, the Board of

5

Supervisors authorizes the SFMTA to take all necessary steps to procure the CM/GC and its

6

core trade work subcontractor team for the Van Ness BRT Project as described in and in

7

conformance with Sections 2(b), 2(c), 2(d) and 2(f) of this ordinance.

8
g

1o

Section 4. No Conflict with Federal or State Law. Nothing in this ordinance shall be
interpreted or applied so as to create any requireme!."'t, power, or duty in conflict with any
federal or state law, regulation or other requirement.

11

Section 5. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after

·2

enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the

13

ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board

14

of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance.

15
16
17 .

18

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. H
RA, City Attorney
By:

19
20

n:\ptc\as2014\1000393\00967265.doc

21

22
23

24
~5
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FILE NO. 141148

LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
[Contracting Process - Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project]

Ordinance modifying the requirements of Administrative Code, Section 6.68, as applied

to the proposed construction of the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project, to authorize
the Municipal Transportation Agency to, instead of a formal Request for Qualifications,
issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) to potential construction managers/general
contractors (CM/GC), to include their teams of core trade subcontractors, which RFP
will contain minimum qualifications for the CM/GC and certain subcontractors;
evaluate the CM/GC primarily on non-cost criteria; negotiate a guaranteed maximum
price with the selected CM/GC wh~n the design is sufficiently complete, provided the
price is fair and reasonable; and making environmental findings.
Existing Law
•

•

•
•

The existing ordinance requires that a request for qualifications (RFQ) be issued to prequalify firms prior to issuance of a request for proposals (RFP) to select a CM/GC for a
project; pre-qualified firms are then invited to submit competitive proposals for the
project in response to the RFP.
The existing ordinance specifies that cost criteria (the fees proposed for preconstruction services and for construction phase services, including overhead, profit
and general conditions) constitute not less than 65 percent of the overall evaluation of
the proposals in response to an RFP.
The existing ordinance does not provide for negotiation of a guaranteed maximum
price (GMP).
Under the existing ordinance, the selected CM/GC procures subcontracts for the trade
work by inviting pre-qualified trade subcontractors to submit competitive bids. Those
bids are evaluated on price alone, and the CM/GC awards the subcontract to the·
lowest responsive bidder.
·
Amendments to Current Law

•

•

The existing ordinance is amended for this project to ailow the SFMTA to issue an RFP
with minimum qualifications listed for the CM/GC and certain core subcontractors,
rather than issuing a separate RFQ.
The existing ordinance is amended for this project to allow the SFMTA to ask for price
proposals for (a) pre-construction costs and (b) ·a fixed fee (profit and other fixed
expenses) for all construction work, based on the estimated cost of the construction,
which fee may be adjusted if actual construction costs differ significantly from the
.estimate. Evaluation of the price proposals will constitute not less than 30 percent of
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· the overall evaluation; evaluation of non-cost criteria will constitute a maximum of 70
percent of the evaluation.
• The existing ordinance is amended for this project to allow the SFMTA to negotiate the
guaranteed maximum price (GMP) with the CM/GC. The GMP will include the cost of
all construction work for the Project, as well as the costs for general conditions and the
fixed fee referred to above. The proposed GMP will be subject to a cost/price analysis
·under FTA requirements to determine whether the amount is fair and reasonable. If
the SFMTA and the CM/GC are unable to agree on what the SFMTA considers to be a
reasonable price for the work, the SFMTA will terminate the contract with the CM/GC,
issue an invitation for bids, and award a contract for the Project to the lowest
responsive and responsible bidder.
• The existing. ordinance is amended to allow the SFMTA to procure for the preconstruction phase of the project, as part of the CM/GC team, the assistance of core
subcontractors, such as those with specialties in overhead contact system/traction·
power construction, paving, sewer/water main replacement, and traffic control, to
develop the best plan for scheduling construction in the Van Ness corridor.
Background Information
The Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project (now known as the Van Ness Corridor Transit
Improvement Project) (the Project) is a large-scale p"lan to implement "full-feature" BRT on
one the Van Ness corridor. The SFMTA anticipates that the Federal Transit Administration of
the U.S. Department of Transportation will provide $75,000,000 in federal funding for the
Project as part of its Small Starts Program.
Administrative Code Section 6.. 68 allows the City to procure construction services for public
work projects by a process known as "integrated project delivery," whereby the City retains a
construction manager/general contractor (CM/GC) during the design process to review and
comment on the constructability of the design within the established budget for the project. To
complete the design and construct the Project, the SFMTA has decided to employ a CM/GC
project delivery method that differs in certain respects from the process in Section 6.68, but
that is similar to the method used by the public transit agency in Portland, Oregon (TriMet) for
a project that extended light rail into Portland's downtown area.
On October 7, 2014, the SFMTA Board of Directors adopted Resolution No. 14-147, which
authorized the SFMTA to use a CM/GC project delivery method for the Van Ness BRT
Project, and further authorized the Director of Transportation to seek approval from the Board
of Supervisors for a Project-specific ordinan·ce to implement the CM/GC delivery method in a
manner that is most efficient for the Project.

n:\ptc\as2014\1000393\00966069.doc
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Edwin M. Lee, Mayor

SFMTA

Tom Nolan, Chairman
·Gwyneth Borden, Director
Jerry Lee, Director
Cristina Rubke, Director · •.

Municipal
Transportation
Agency

Cheryl Brinkman, Vice-Chairman
Malcolm Heinicke, Director
Joel Ramos, Director

Edward D. Reis kin, Director of Transportation

November 3, 2014

The Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Subject: Request for Approval of a Project Specific Ordinance for the Van Ness Bus Rapid
·
Transit Project
Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors:
\

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) requests that the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors approve a Project-Specific Ordinance for the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) Project (also known as the Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project).

Background
The Van Ness BRT Project will be the first BRT service in San Francisco. In addition to promoting
pedestrian safety and comfort and enhancing the urban design of Van Ness Avenue, the Project will
improve transit reliability for the 47 and 49 Muni ro~tes, arid provide reliable transit connections to
transfer routes. The transit service and infrastructure changes are expected to reduce transit travel
times by over 30 percent from approximately 20 minutes to between 13 and 14 minutes. By 2035,
following implementation of BRT, ridership is projected to be greater than 60,000 passengers per.
day, up from the approximately 45,000 passengers a day that currently ride the 47 and 49 bus lines.
Strengthening transit along this two-mile stretch of Van Ness will also positively affect the
efficiency of connecting routes.

0

The SFMTA has determined that the most efficient way to deliver the work being performed under
the Van Ness BRT Project is to employ the contracting method known as Construction Manager/
General Contractor (CM/GC). Under CM/GC, the prime contractor on the project is brought in
early to support the completion of the project design. This minimizes change orders and
construction costs because the Contractor can influence the design directly to reduce time and
correct errors and omissions. The goal is to achieve construction of the Project in the shortest
amount of time, while maintaining a satisfactory level of service for public transit, pedestrian and
vehicular traffic, and the overall welfare of the neighboring communities and businesses.
Construction is scheduled to begin in late 2015 and be substantially complete by the summer of
2018.

Description of Work
The Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project consists of the core BRT Project and five
parallel projects. These parallel projects have their own funding separate from the BRT project, but
the design and construction will be integrated with the BRT project. The parallel projects include:

1 South Van Ness Avenue 7th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
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•

The SFMTA Overhead Contact System (OCS) and Poles Replacement Project, which will
replace existing deteriorated OCS, poles and streetlights.

•

The SFMTA SFgo Project, which will modernize and improve the traffic signal system
including pedestrian countdown signals and Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS).

•

The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) Sewer Replacement Project,
Water Line Replacement Project, and Green Infrastructure Project.

Ordinance
Administrative Code Section 6.68 allows the City to procure construction services for public works
projects by a process known as "integrated project delivery," whereby the City retains a CM/GC
during the design process to review and comment on the constructability of the design within the
established budget for the project. The proposed ordinance modifies Administrative Code Section
6.68 to accommodate the Van Ness BRT Project in the following ways: elimination of the
requirement for a Request for Qualifications (RFQ); authorizing price proposals to include preconstruction costs and a fixed fee and giving more weight in scoring to non-cost considerations;
addition of core subcontractors as part of the CM/GC's team; and negotiation of a Guarantee
Maximum Price (GMP).
Elimination of RFQ
Administrative Code Section 6.68(C) requires that an RFQ be issued to pre-qualify firms prior to
issuance of a request for proposals (RFP); pre-qualified firms are then invited to submit competitive
proposals for the project in response to the RFP. The City held a charrette regarding the project
with potential CM/GC proposers, and the SFMTA issued a request for information to solicit
feedback from firms not present at the charrette. Based on those activities, the SFMTA has
determined that it will not be necessary to pre-qualify firms under an RFQ process; rather, the
SFMTA iritends to issue an RFP with minimum qualifications listed for the CM/GC and certain
core subcontractors:
Price Proposal/Scoring Criteria
Under Administrative Code Section 6.68(D), each proposal is ranked to determine which proposal
provides the overall best value to the City with respect to non-cost and cost criteria, with the cost
criteria (the fees proposed for pre-construction services and for construction phase services,
including overhead, profit, and general conditions) constituting not less than 65 percent of the
overall evaluation.
Under the proposed ordinance, the SFMTA will ask for price proposals for (a) pre-construction
costs and (b) a fixed fee (profit and other fixed expenses) for all constructfon work, based on the
estimated cost of the COJ(lstruction, which fee may be adjusted if actual construction costs differ
significantly from the estimate.
Other CM/GC transit projects have placed more weight on non-cost considerations, such as
experience, qualifications, diversity and workforce approaches. Recognizing .this, the ordinance
provides that the evaluation of the price proposals will constitute not less than 30 percent of the
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. overall evaluation, and evaluation of non-cost criteria will constitute a maximum of 70 percent of
the overall evaluation.
Core Subcontractors on Team
Under Administrative Code section 6.68(H), the selected CM/GC procures subcontracts for the
trade work by inviting pre-qualified trade subcontractors to submit competitive bids. Those bids
are evaluated on price alone, and the CM/GC awards the subcontract to the lowest responsive
bidder.
The SFMTA has determined that the nature and complexity of this project makes the selection of all
subcontractors according to the procedures in Section 6.68(H) inefficient, and would greatly reduce
the effectiveness of using a CM/GC. The assistance of a core team of subcontractors, such as those
with specialties in overhead contact system/traction power construction, paving, sewer/water main
replacement, and traffic management will be of great advantage in the pre-construction final design
and construction planning process. This team would develop the best plan for schedul!ng and
sequencing the construction in the corridor so as to maximize speed of construction while.
minimizing community impact. Non-core subcontractors who meet minimum qualifications will be
· solicited competitively by the CM/GC, based on low bid.
Guaranteed Maximum Price
Like other Federal Transportation Agency_ (FTA)-funded transit projects, this ordinance authorizes
the SFMTA to negotiate a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) with the selected CM/GC prior to
construction. The GMP will include the general conditions and the cost of all construction work for
the Project, and will also incorporate a fixed fee (profit) submitted by the CM/GC at the time of its
proposal. The SFMTA will retain independent estimators who shall provide the SFMTA with cost
estimates of all Project construction work. After receiving a GMP proposal from the CM/GC, the
SFMTA will meet with the CM/GC to discus·s and negotiate elements of the proposal. The SFMTA
will conduct a cost/price analysis in accordance with FTA requirements to ensure that the final
GMP is fair and reasonable. If the SFMTA and the CM/GC are unable to agree on what the
SFMTA considers to be a reasonable price for the work, the SFMTA may terminate the contract
with the CM/GC, issue an invitation for bids, and award a contract for the Project to the lowest
responsive and responsible bidder.
Project Delivery Alternatives Considered .
The SFMTA hosted a project delivery selection and risk assessment workshop in early 2014. The
goal of this workshop ·was to allow for an open exchange of ideas between public agency
stakeholders in order to come up with innovative ideas and recommendations for best project
delivery methods, including construction sequencing and execution that would result in an efficient
and timely completion of the Project with the least amount of interruption to residents, businesses,
and all users of the public right-of-way.

Some of the findings from the workshop include:
The complexities of maintaining access to transit and traffic in the public right-of-way
during construction of the Van Ness BRT will require detailed traffic management planning
and decisions on phasing, sequencing, and staging of construction.
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•

Pre-planning efforts should be implemented with communities, residents, developers, hotels,
businesses, and other active construction projects regarding pre-designated access ways,
delivery schedules, and special interim parking.
The CM/GC method reduc.es duplicate work during pre-bid planning for permits,
community outreach, and sequencing. CM/GC will not save money, but it may save time on
the front end for design, permitting, sequencing, and minimizing disruption to the
community, and incorporating design changes.

•

While the City has some experience in CM/GC, neither the SFMTA nor other City agencies
have experience in using CM/GC in a horizontal/roadway construction project. While this
lack of experience poses some risk to the project schedule this approach will allow for
significant opportunity to minimize the impacts to the community. Street reconstruction
projects can have a significant impact on local businesses and residents. The more time that
the Contractor has to understand the local conditions and stake holders needs the better the
Project mitigation measures will be.
The "Design Build" delivery method was found to be inappropriate for this Project. The
high risk of significant public disruption during construction and the sensitivities of the
communities ·along the length of the corridor will require that the SFMTA maintain a level
of control over the project that would not be possible under a "Design Build" construction
contract.

•

"Design Bid Build", the traditional method for delivering such projects, offer$ no
advantages for accelerating the delivery of the Project or minimizing community impacts.

Funding Impact
The current estimated cost for the Van Ness BRT Project is $162.l million. The funding plan for
the project currently includes approximately $75 million in FTA Small Starts Funds, $36 million in
Proposition K sales taxes ($15M of which is subject to SFCTA Board approval anticipated in
October 20t4)~ and $51.1 million other state and local funds, including State Highway Operation
and Protection Program funds, SFMTA Revenue Bonds and local development impact fees.
Recommendation
The SFMTA recommends that the Board of Supervisors authorize this project-specific ordinance
for the Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project.
Thank you for your·consideration of this proposed agreement. Should you have any questions or
require more information, please do not hesitate to contact Peter Gabancho at (415) 701-4306.

Edward D. Reiskin
Director of Transportation
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SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESOLUTIONNo. 13-214

WHEREAS, The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) and the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) are partnered in the development of Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) for Van Ness Avenue (the Project); and,
WHEREAS, The goals of BRT are robust and stable ridership, efficient, effective and
equitable transit service, neighborhood livability and community vitality, and links to a citywide
rapid transit network; and,
WHEREAS, The SFCTA released the draft Environmental Impact Statement I
Environmental Impact Report (EIS/BIR) for public review and comment from November 4 December 23, 2011, which included a public meeting where comments couid be submitted, and
information about the project provided at a webinar and at neighborhood briefings; and,
WHEREAS, After a long period of analysis by staff at SFMTA and SFCTA, and after
considering the information in the draft EIS/BIR and incorporating public comments received during
the review period of the draft EIS/BIR, the staff recommendation for the locally preferred alternative
(LPA) for the Project, for analysis in the Final EIS/BIR, was "The Center-running BRT with Right
Side Boarding Platforms Single Median and Limited Left Turns," which combines key elements
contained in Alternatives 3 and 4; and,
{

WHEREAS, On May 15, 2012, the MUnicipal Transportation Agency Board of Directors
adopted Resolution No. 12-070, which identified and endorsed the LPA for the Van Ness Avenue
Bus Rapid Transit Project, "The Center-running BRT with Right Side Boarding Platforms Single
Median and Limited Left Turns" for further analysis in the Final EIS/BIR; and,
WHEREAS, The SFCTA has completed a combined Final EIS/BIR, which analyzes the
environmental impacts of the LPA; and,
WHEREAS, The Final EIS/BIR analyzed the LPA, "The Center-running BRT with Right
Side Boarding Platforms Single Median and Limited Left Turns," and determined that it has the
transit performance attributes of a center-running BRT (e.g., faster, more reliable service), while
avoiding the need to acquire left-right door vehicles and completely rebuild the median, and is
therefore the preferred alternative for project implementation; and,
WHEREAS, The Final EIS/BIR was prepared to respond to comments on the Draft EIS/BIR
and was distributed on July 5, 2013; and,
WHEREAS, The Vallejo Northbound Station Variant described in the Final EIS/BIR would
provide enhanced access for residents in the northern part of the project corridor; and
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WHEREAS, The SFCTA certified the EIS/BIR as adequate, accurate and objective and
reflecting the independent judgment of the SFCTA on September 10, 2013, including an amendment
to include the Vallejo Northbound Station Variant in the approval of the LP A; and,
WHEREAS, The SFMTA Board has reviewed and considered the inforniation contained in
the EIS/BIR; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency Board of Directors
approves the Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit Project, analyzed as the Locally Preferred '
Alternative (LP A) in the Final EIS/BIR for the Project, including the Vallejo Northbound Station
Variant; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the SFMTA Board adopts the CEQA Findings and Statement of
Overriding Considerations for the EIS/BIR, attached to this Resolution as Attachment A and
incorporated herein as those fully set forth; and adopts the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan
attached to this Resolution as Exhibit 1 to Attachment A; and be it further
·
RESOLVED, That the SFMTA Board authorizes the Director of Transportation to direct staff
to continue with obtaining otherwise necessary approvals and to carry out the actions to implement
the Project.
I certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the Municipal Transportation Agency Board of
Directors at its meeting of September 17, 2013.
·

{Z, 1202.'~-Secretary, Board of Directors
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
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SAN FRANCISCO
MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RESOLUTIONNo. 14-147
WHEREAS, The goals of the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project are robust and stable
ridership, efficient, effective and equitable transit service, neighborhood livability and
community vitality, and links to a citywide rapid transit network; and,
WHEREAS, On May 15, 2012, the Municipal Transportation Agency Board of Directors
adopted Resolution No. 12-070, which identified and endorsed the Locally Approved Alternative
(LPA) for the Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit Project, "The Center-running BRT with
Right Side Boarding Platforms S:ingle Median and Limited Left Turns," for further analysis in
the Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR); and,
WHEREAS, The San.Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Board
certified the EIS/EIR as adequate, accurate and objective and reflecting the independent
judgment of the SFCTA on September 10, 2013; and,
WHEREAS, On September 17, 2013, the Municipal Transportation Agency Board of
Directors adopted Resolution No. 13-214, approving the Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit
Project, analyzed as the Locally Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS/EIR for the Project, and
adopted the CEQA Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the EIS/ErR; and,
WHEREAS, On June 6, 2014, the SFMTA completed the Conceptual Engineering Report
(CER), bringing the project to the 30 percent design level, and staff began an analysis of the best
delivery method to complete the project on schedule; and
WHEREAS, Construction Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) is an integrated
alternative project delivery method whereby the CM/GC, selected during the design process to
provide input on the constructability of the project, acts as the prime contractor and assumes the
risks for ·full performance of all construction work, for financial overruns, and schedule delays
not caused by the SFMTA; and
WHEREAS, The Director of Transportation has determined under Administrative Code
Section 6.68(A) that an integrated project delivery method will be the most effective way to
achieve time efficiencies to implement construction of the Project and that such a process is in
the public interest; and
WHEREAS, Administrative Code Section 6.68(B) requires that the SFMTA obtain
approval from this Board to solieit proposals for a CM/GC; and
WHEREAS, The SFMTA requires authority from this Board to seek approval from the
Board of Supervisors for an ordinance that amends Administrative Code Section 6.68
specifically for the Project if the Director, in his discretion, deems it necessary; now, therefore,
be it

2002

RESOLVED, That the SFMTA Board of Directors authorizes the SFMTA to use a
Construction Manager/General Contractor project delivery method for the Van Ness Bus Rapid
Transit Project; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the SFMTA Board of Directors authorizes the Director of
Transportation, in his discretion, to seek approval from the Board of Supervisors for a Projectspecific ordinance to implement the CM/GC delivery method in a manner that is most efficient
for the Project.
I certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency Board of Directors at its meeting of October 7, 2014.

Secretary, Board of Directors
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
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Exhibit 1

Mitigation Monit~ring & Reporting Program
for the Van Ne$S Avenue BRT Project
City and County of San Francisco, California
By the

San f'rancisco County Transportation Authority and San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency
July-2013'

Inttoduction
This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) is for the Van Ness Bus Rapid 'J;'ransit (BRT)
Project. The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
regulations require an enforceable mitigation monitoring program for projects. CEQA Section 21081.6 and
CEQA Guideline 15097(a), require public agencies to adopt a program for monitoring and.reporting on the
measures required to mitigate or avoid significant environmental impacts identified in the Final Environmental
Impact Report (BIR). Under NEPA regulations, a monitoring and enforcement program shall be adopted and
summarized where applicable for any mi~tion (40 CFR Section 1505.2(c) and 23 CFR 771.27A). Under CEQA,
the :MMRP must be adopted when a public agency makes its findings pursuant to CEQA so that the mitigation
requirements can be made conditions of project approval. Consistent with these requireID;ents, this :MMRP
ensures compliance with all mitigation requirements set forth in the Final EIS/BIR that have been determined to
be feasible under the CEQA Findings. These measures include, but are ·not limited to, elements that would be
designed into the new facility and implementation of best management practices during construction. This
11MRP will be kept on file in .the offices of the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Authority), 1455
Market Street, 22°d Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103.
·
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program
Analysis of each environmental factor in Chapters 3 through 7 of the Final EIS/BIR includes discussion of the
affected environment, environmental consequences (including permanent/project operational impacts,
construction impacts, and cumulative impacts), and avoidance, minimization, and compensation measures for
each project alternative, including the LPA. This MJv.!RP includes all feasible mitigation measures that are
applicable to the adopted project, the LPA. The avoidruice, minimization, and compensation. measures are
identified in the following two categories: "mitigation measures" and "improvement measures." Mitigation
measures are contained in Table A and are measures required to address a potentially significant impact.
Improvement measures are contl!in,ed in Table B. Improvement measures identified in the Final EIS/BIR are
not needed to avoid or reduce significant impacts, but either embody regulatory requirements or are standard
construction procedures or best practices that are recommended to reduce or avoid impacts that are less than
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significant. .. The purpose of the M:MRP is to list all mitigation and improvement measures adopted for the Van
Ness Avenue ;BRT Project, and the milestones at which measures must be implemented. It also identifies the
I.
implementing, enforcing, and monitoring entities. The Authority, as the lead agency under CEQA, will oversee
the implementation of the mitigation and monitoring program tl.irough project implementation, including
construction, testing and initial operations. The Authority will designate a ·Mitigation Monitoring Manager at the
Authority to oversee the monitoring and reporting of all mitigation and improvement measures. The San
Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), as a· responsible ageney under CEQA, will be the entity
that will construct and opertite the project ·and will be responsible for· carrying out mitigation-measures-that-must--··-·---······-··
be implemented as part of project design, construction and operation. The SFMTA shall designate a mitigation
and monitoring coor~ator to oversee the impl~entation of all relevant mitigation_ measures.
To ensure compliance with the :M:MRP, further agreements between the Authority and SFMTA will require
SFMTA to implement. or, through contracts, ensure implementation of; the mitigation measures and
· improvement measures. The Authority (or its Consultant) will conduct periodic audits of the construction site,
and through the agreements will have authority: to resolve with SFMTA any issues that "arise concerning
compliance with mitigation requirements on the part of SFMTA or its contractor. Through its CEQA Findings,
the Authority will also urge other agencies that will issue permits for the work, rincluding the Department of
Public Works and Calttans to require compliance with the mitigation measures through their permits.
Table A (Mitigation Measures) and Table B (Improvement Measures) are organized by environmental discipline,
or affected resource. They provide a summary of the mitigation measures or improvement measures identified in
the Final EIS/EIR. Table A and Table B includ~ a summary of the following information:
•

Affected Resource: Provide& a broad title of the impact or effect that is to be mitigated or improved.

•

Contractor: Refers to any contractor hired by SFMfA to implement the project.

•

Mitigation or Improvement Measures: Provides a brief description of the mitigation or improvement
measures. The :M:MRP includes all mitigation measures and improvement measures identified in the
Final EIS/EIR that the Authority and the SFMTA found feasible and adopted as part of the CEQA
Findings for the Project. The Authority will ensure that these measures are fully enforceable, in most
cases by SFMTA, by making them conditions of project funding. Through agreements wit4 $FMI'A,
the Authority will require SFMTA to incorporate the measures into design documents, construction
specifications and project operational procedures. Other agencies may assist Authority in monitoring
compliance with mitigation measures, such as the FfA, Department of Public Works, or Caltrans
through their permitting and funding authority.

•

Implementation Procedure: Describes by whom and when the mitigation and/ or improvement
measures m1;1St be implemented.

•

Implementation Responsibility: Describes who is responsible for implementing the mitigation and/or
improvement measures. In most cases it is the SFMTA or the Contractor.

•

Implementation Schedule: Identifies the project phase or milestone at which the mitigation and/ or
improvement measures n;iust be implemented. The Mitigation Monitoring :Manager must approve that
the mitigation measure is adequately addressed at each phase of project development.

•

Monitoring Responsibility: Identifies the agency responsible for ensuring that mitigation measures are
implemented. In most cases it is the SFMTA.

•

Report Recipient: Identifies the agencies who will be notified that the mitigation measures :\lave been
implemented adequately. The Authority and the FfA ·are alw:i.ys reporting recipients.
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Table A. Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program for the Van Ness Avenue BRT Project (Mitigation Measures)

I

No:.

l(M)

Affected
·· ,Resour:ce/s·
Aesthetics/Vi
sual
Resources

'!I·

.IVJitigatioh & lmprov!'!rnent·:: :•·'.
Measures~· ., · "..:,,
· :; ;.,:. ··,,:,.:•.." ·

. 1rnp.l!;!me~iati1Jl1:.:
Proced_ure, , ,.. ·.

M-AE-1: Design sidewalk lighting to
minimize glare and nighttime light
intrusion on adjacent residential
properties and other properties
that would be sensitive to
increased sidewalk lighting.

SFMTA, in
coordination with
SFDPW and
SFPUC, with
approval by SF
Arts Commission

1· implern~il~~tion

.. 1 · lrnPIE!~7nt~tion
·Responsrbrhty . 1 :Schedule. :.. •

ISFMTA, SFDPW,
SFPUC

[ Final Design

"Monitoring
•· .~ ) , .. • . r ~

Respo~sibility

SFMTAfto
oversee
approvkl from
SF Arts
Commission

I

, Reporting ··
" 1 Recipient .
'

Authority

FTA

i
i

N
0
0
CD

1

The number coding is as follows: improvement (JM) or mitigation (M) measure - environmental resource -construction period includes (C) - numerical order
within environmental resource.
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... · . IHllJlitigation·& tmerovement
... No. •.. ' . ·· Aff~c~ed
Resciurce/s " ·· · Measures1 ·· . '. ·
"~·

2(M)

Aesthetics/Vi
sual
Resources &
Cultural
Resources

M-AE-2: Design and install a
replacement OCS support
pole/streetlight network that (1)
retains the aesthetic function of
the existing network as a
consistent infrastructural element
along Van Ness Avenue, (2) has a
uniform aesthetic throughout the
corridor and (3) carries visual
character that is of similar caliber
to the architectural style of the
original OCS support
pole/streetlight network.
Within the Civic Center Historic
District, design the OCS support
pole/streetlight network to comply
with the Secretary of Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties and be
compatible with the character of
the historic district as described in
the Civic Center Historic District
designating ordinance as called for
by the San Francisco Planning
Code.

"'
0
0

co

3(M)

Aesthetics/Vi
sual
Resources &
Cultural
Resources

M-AE-3: To the extent that the
project alters sidewalk and median
landscaping, design and implement
a project landscape design plan,
including tree type and planting
scheme for median BRT stations
and sidewalk plantings that
replaces removed landscaping and
re-establishes high-quality

Implementation
. . .
Procedure·

_l~plementation

SFMTAin
coordination with
SFDPW and
SFPUCwith
approval by SF
Arts Commission
and, in Civic
Center Historic
District, HPC

SFMTA, SFDPW,
SFPUC

'

Responsibility

I

Implem1:mtation·, M~lii~oring
Schedul.e
. ·· ... Respor1sibility ·

"·eporting
Re.cipient

Final Design

Authority

I SFMTA to

oversee
approvals by:
-SFAC
-SF HPC (within

FTA
City
Planning

the Civic Center
Historic District)

- Caltrans will
.review and
approve final
design of
electrical plans
(prior to issuing
encroachment
permit).

The project
landscape design
plan will require
review and
approval by the
San Francisco Arts
Commission, as
well as review
and approval by

4

SFMTA, SFDPW ·

Final Design

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals by:
-SFAC
-SFDPW
-SFHPC (within
the Civic Center
Historic District)

Authority
FTA
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No;

·Affected.
Resource/s ·

""
.....

0
0

4{M)

Aesthetics/Vi
sual
Resources &
Biological
Resources

!mprover.nent
Mitigation.&
. Iniplementation. _·I· _Impl~mentation_.
'
1
'
.'
:'Procedure·
·. Responsibility·• ..'.
Measures ,
theSFDPW as
landscaped medians and a treepart of their
lined corridor. To the extent
permitting of
feasible, use single species street
work in the street
trees and overall design that
ROW, which
provides a sense of identity and
cohesiveness for the corridor. Place ensures
consistency with
new trees close to corners, if
the San Francisco
feasible, for visibility.
Better Streets
Plan. The median
landscape design
plan within tlie
Civic Center
Historic District
will be reviewed·
by the San
Francisco HPC and
the City Hall
Preservation
Advisory
Commission. A
Certificate of
Appropriateness
must be obtained
from the HPC for
the landscape
plans.within the
Civic Center
Historic District.
See
M-AE-3
SFMTA, SFDPW
M-AE-4: Design and landscape
medians with consistent tree
.plantings to promote a unified,
visual concept for the.Van Ness
Avenue corridor consistent with
policies in the Van Ness-Area Plan,
Civic Center Area Plan, and San

5

I

:;I

lmplem.e_~~at~on,_. NJonito,r~n~. :... ,: Rep:()~t!~g .
Schedule· · · ·. : :Respons1b1hty·- : Rec1p1ent

;'.f,

Final Design

SFMTAto
oversee
approvals by:

Authority

-SFAC

SFAC

-SFHPC

SFHPC

FTA
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No.,." .Affected
Resource/s

.Mitigation & Improvement .. :.,.
Measur~s 1 ._ · ·· ·. · · · ·: · :.. · ·

lrnP!.emen~ation :. · . lrriplementatjon

Responsibility . ·

· ··Pro~edure

. 1111plemimtation, ·. ,: Monitoring· .., .... ~eporting
Recipient
· Resp~msibility
· Schedul.e

Francisco Better Streets Plan. This
design goal for a uniffed, visual
concept will be balanced with the
goal of preserving existing trees;
thus, new tree plantings would be .
in-filled around preserved trees.
S(M)

Aesthetics/Vi
sual
Resources&
Cultural
Resources

.

""
__..

0

__..

\

SFDPW

Review and
Design and install a
approval
project BRT station and transitway
processes
·design plan (including
supporting
this
station canopies, wind turbines,
measure include:
and other features) th~t is
(1) The San
consistent with applicable City
Francisco Art
design policies in the San Francisco
Commission
General Plan and San Francisco
approval of the
Better Streets Plan; and for project
station and
features located in the Civic Center
transitway design
Historic District, apply the
plan as· part of its
Secretary of Interior's Standards
of public
review
forthe Treatment of Historic
. structures; (2) The
Properties, Planning Code Article
SFDPW approval
10, Appendix J pertaining to ~he
of the station and
Civic Center Historic District, and
transitway
design
other applicable guidelines, local
plan as part of its
interpretations and bulletins
permitting of
concerning historic resources.
work in the street
right-of-way,
which it will
include review for
consistency with
the San Francisco
Better Streets
Plan; (3) the HPC
approval of the
portion of the
station and
M-AE~s:
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SFMTA, SFDPW

Final Design

SFMTAto
oversee
approvals by:
-SFDPW
-SFAC
-SFHPC

Authority
FTA
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. !\(q •.

""
0
......
""

6(M)

lmpro;ver:ne.ttt . .
...
Resource/s Measures
M!~igati~~ &

~ffgc;~ed

I

Aesthetics/Vi- M-AE~6: Context-sensitive design
sual
of BRT station features will be
Resources &
balanced with the.project objective
Cultural
tci provide a branded, cohesive
Resources
identity for the proposed BRT
service. The following design
objectives that support planning
policies described in Section 4.4.1
will be incorporated in the BRT
station design and landscaping
plans:
le

l

~~:!:;ue:e~ati~n: J:~~~~~:iz~~:~o~: ,j-:~~:!~:,:~tatjon-\ +::~:~·~:~ftit~ "~ j::~i~~:i~;
transitway design
plan located
within the Civic
Center Historic
District as part of
granting a
Certificate of
Appropriateness;
and (4) the City
Hall Preservation
Advisory
Commission and
City Planning
Department
advise on design
to HPC.
See M-AE-3

SFMTA, SFDPW

Final Design

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals by:
-SFAC
-SF HPC

Architectural integration of BRT
stations with adjacent
Significant and Contributory
Buildings through station canopy
placement, materials, color,
lighting, and texture, as well as
the presence of modern solar
paneling and wind turbine
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No.

N
0

....

00

7(M)

..

·Affecte~·

Mitigation & Improvement ·
· lmeleme~~at!on
.. •' ·Procedure.:,· ·
" .·•.:
Resciurce/s ... Measures~=·'.:.,· :.•.
. features to· harmonize project
features with adjacent
Significant and Contributory
Buildings.
le
Integration of BRT stations and
landscaping with existing and
proposed streetscape design
themes within the Civic Center
Historic District, in conformance
wi~h the Secretary of Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties and
.
compatible with the character of
the historic district as described
in the Civic Center Historic
District designating ordinance as
called for by the San Francisco
Planning Code .
le
Marking the intersection. of Van
Ness Avenue and Market Street
as a visual landmark and
gateway to the city in design <?f
the Market Street BRT station.
Contractors shall
Air Quality
M-AQ-Cl: Require construction
implement daily
contractors to implement the
during project
BAAQMD Basic Construction
construction,
per
Mitigation Measures listed in Table
4.15-7 and the applicable measures contract
specifications.
in the Additional Construction

Mitigation Measures. This includes
Measure 10 in the Additional
Construction Mitigation Measures,
which requires implementation of
an off-road equipment emission
. reduction plan.

R~porting.
lrnplementatioi:i - lrriple11t!!ntation " M~nitori'ng
". .Responsibility· · Recip·i~nt · ·
·Responsibility::.: .• Schedule ····

'

Contractor

Construction

SFMTA to
conduct weekly
monitoring to
ensure
implementation
of measure.
SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report
throughout
project
construction
duration.

Authority

8
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)19.
v

I

...

8(M)

9(M)

Affec~ed .

.
Resource/s
Air Quality

....

Biological
Environment

"'_..,

0

..s::.

lO(M)

Biological
Environment

'r.ilitigation & Improvement
rvi~~s~r~s 1

~

'

... • • · ·

> ..

•·1 · ln:iplem~ntatipn: ·1 · lrt1pl~mentat!oh. · ·11mplementation · 1 Monitoring · · · 1 'Reporting

:

. .. ! :

M-AQ-C2: Require construction
contractors to comply with
BAAQMD Regulation 11 (Hazardous
Pollutants) Rule 2 (Asbestos
Demolition, Renovation, and
Manufacturing), which for project
demolition activities requires
removal standards, reporting
requirements, and mandatory
monitoring and record keeping.

M-Bl-Cl: Have a certified arborist
conduct a preconstruction tree
survey to evaluate trees already
identified for preservation during
the design phase. Employ Best
Management Practices (BMPs)
. identified in tree protection plans
and tree removal permits required
by SFDPW that will be
implemented to preserve the
health of those identified trees
during project construction.
M-Bl-C2: To comply with the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, avoid
disturbance of nesting migratory
birds during the breeding season by
implementing the following
procedures: (1) If feasible, sched1,Jle
tree and shrup removal during the
nonbreeding season (i.e.
September 1 through January 31);
(2) iftree and shrub removal is

P.rocedure · :'. . · · ::. Resp~hsibilitv· :;:::· s~hed~ie:. ,.
Co.ntractors shall I Contractor
I Construction
implement daily
during project
construction, per
contract
specifications.

Per contract
specifications, a
qualified arborist
will implement
tree preservation
BMPs leading up
to/during project
construction,
including all tree
rel.ocations, per
contract
specifications.

Contractor will
provide a
qualified arborist
to implement.

Per contract
specifications, a
qualified wildlife
biologist will
implement preconstruction
survey and
exclusion
structures and
buffers as needed

Contractor will
provide a
qualified wildlife
biologist to
implement.

9

··

?reconstruction/
Construction

~" R-~spon~ibJiitv

I SFMTA to
conduct weekly
monitoring to
ensure
implementation
of measure.
SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report
throughout
project
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
oversee
approvals from
SFDPW

t

Reci.(lient

I Aµth·ority

Authority
FTA
SFDPW

SFMTAto
provide weekly
report
throughout
project
· construction
duration.
?reconstruction/
Construction

SFMTAto
provide weekly
report
throughout
project
construction
duration.

Authority
FTA.
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No.

Affected·
. Resource/s ·

M,itigation &·Improvement· ·
:Measures1 .
· · ·
·...

required·during breeding season
(i.e. February 1 through August 31),
follow these measures:
Have a qualified wildlife biologist
conduct preconstruction surveys
of all potential nesting habitat
within 500 feet of construction
activities where access is
available. Exclusion structures
(e.g. netting or plastic sheeting)
may be U?ed to discourage the
construction of nests by birds
within the project construction
zone. A preconstruction s·urvey
of all accessible nesting habitat
within 500 feet of construction
activities is required to occur no
more than 2 weeks prior to
construction.
If preconstruction surveys
conducted no more than 2
weeks prior to construction
identify that protected nests are
inactive or potential habitat is
unoccupied during the
construction period, then no
further mitigation is required.
Trees and shrubs within the
co.nstruction footprint that have
been determined to be
.unoccupied by protected birds
or that are located outside the
no-disturbance buffer for. active
nests may be removed.
If active protected nests are
found during preconstruction

"

N>
0

......

CJ1

· ·

'Implementation : . Implementation
· · . Procedure · ''... · · . Respo'1sibility .....

. it.eporting · · .
Monitoring
·lmplerrient~tion.
· ~ :·.· ·Responsibility. · . Recipient
·Schedule···

..

prior to
construction and
monitor as
needed during
construction.

...

"

"
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No.·

Affected·
. Resource/s

N)

0

........
en
'•

ll(M)

Cultural
Resources

Implementation ·. · ·Monitoring
lniplementi;ltion
lmplementatior:i
Mitigation
& Improvement
·
.
1
. .
.
.
.....
·-·.·,
. Responsibility: . ,·
.
·Procedure::'-:;:,
-·
,
Responsibility
·
,.
"
·Schedule
. Measures·
'"
surveys, then create a nodisturbance buffer (acceptable
in size to CDFW) around active
protected bird and/or raptor
nests during the breeding
season, or until the quaBfied
wildlife biologist determines
that all young have fledged.
Typical buffers include SOO feet
for raptors and 50 feet for
passerine nesting birds. The size
of these buffer zones and types
of construction activities
restricted in these areas may be
further modified during .
consultation with .CDFG, and will
be based on existing noise and
human disturbance levels at the
project site. Nests initiated
during cons~ruction are
presumed to be unaffected, and
no buffer will be necessary;
however, the "take" (e.g.,
mortality, severe disturbance to)
ofany individual protected birds
will be prohibited. Monitoring
of active nests when
construction activities encroach
upon established buffers may be
required by CDFG.
FTA to provide
Final Design
Qualified
Authority to
M-CP-Cl Focused a~chival research
Addendum
provide qualified
archaeologist to
will identify specific areas within
Survey Report
archaeologist to
conduct research
the APE that are likely to contain
to
SHPO as part
implement
during
final
potentially significant remains.
of ongoing
design to inform
Methods and findings will be
Section 106
construction·
documented as an addendum to

11

Reporting
Recipient " ·

Authority
FTA
SHPO
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No... .

I

Affec~ed·

· Resource/s

N)

0

.....
........

Mitigation &,.lmpro~ement
· Measuresi ·
·
·· · : :

the 2009 .survey and sensitivity
assessment. Research will be
initiated once the project's APE
map is finalized identifying the
major Areas of.Direct Impact (the
stations and sewer relocation).
Many documents, maps, and
drawings cover long stretches ·of
Van Ness, while other locations
may be researched if documents
indicate potential sensitivity in
adjacent areas.
The Addendum Survey Report will
include the following:
• A contextual section that
addresses the development of
urban infrastructure along Van
Ness Avenue as well as
widening and grading activities
along the thoroughfare. This
overview will provide a basis for
evaluating potential resources
as they relate to .the history of
San Francisco and to its
infrastructure.
• Documentary research that
identifies the types of
documents available for the
identified station locations:
street profiles for grading,
street widening maps showing
demolished building sites, utility
work plans, and others as
appropriate. This will include
researching various archives and

. llT!Plementa.tion
: 1, Procedure···:

planning and
further
consultation
between FTA and
SHPO.

-/

12

lmpl~mentation. ·
~esponsibility.

lmp,lementation
'Schedule

·Monitoring .
•Respci.ilsibility

consultation.
SFMTAto
provide final
design and
oversee
archaeology
approvals from
the Planning
D.epartment.

·Rep.or~ing~
. Recipient

Planning
Department

July 2013

No. •,1

Affected·
. Resource/$. ··

Mitigatii>n & Improvement . · _
Measures1 . :c r-··: · ~ ~:' ' .. ;, :.' .
records of public agencies in
both San Francisco and Oakland
(Caltrans).

•

Locations apt to have historic
remains present within select
areas of the APE (i.e., not
removed by later grading or
construction).

•

A cut-and-fill reconstruction of
the entire APE corridor,
comparing the modern versus
mid-1800s ground surface
elevations, .to fine-tune the
initial prehistoric sensitivity
assessment, and refine the
location of high-sensitivity
locations where prehistoric .
remains may be preserved .

•

Relevant profiles and plan views
of specific blocks to illustrate
the· methods used in analyzing
available documentation.

•

Summary and conclusions to
provide detailed information on
locations that have the potential
to contain extant prehistoric
archaeological and historic-era
remains that might be evaluated
as significant resources, if any.

•

Two results are possible based
on documentary research:

•

No or Low Potential for
Sensitive Locations - major ·
Areas· of Direct Impact have no·

-----

.......,
0

........
00

· implementation · Implementation.. · ·.lrnp_leml'!rltatioli: ·M,onitoring · .
'Procedure. . · .: . ·. Re-sponsibiiitv .: ' ·Schedule · , ' ·• ,Responsibility ·
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No; . ·

Affected
.Resource/s

N
0

........
co

··

12(M)

Cultural
Resources

·Mitigation & Improvement:·
Measures1 ·
··
. .. ..

· .1mplemen~a~ion
.. . ; Procedure.'......

potential to retain extant
archaeological remains that
could be evaluated as significant
resources. No further work
would be recommended,
beyond adherence to the
Inadvertent Discovery Plan (MCP-3).
• Potentially Sensitive Locations If the major Areas of DirecF
Impact contain locations with a
moderate to high potential to
retain extant historic or
prehistoric archaeological
remains that could be evaluated
as significant resources, further
work would be carried out,
detailed in a Testing and
Treatment Plan (see M-CP-2).
The Ph.ase I addendum report will
be submitted to the SHPO for
review and concurrence prior to
initiation of construction.
M-CP-C2: The Testing/Treatment
plan, if required, would provide
archaeological protocols to be
employed immediately prior to.
project construction to test areas
identified as potentially significant
or having the pot.ential to contain
buried cultural resources. In case
such areas might be unavoidable,
mitigation measures would be
proposed.
For historic-era resources, work

Per contract
specifications,
qualified
archaeologist to
instruct
construction
crews on this
procedure prior
to start of
construction and
throughout
constr~ction, as

14

Implementation
·RespOf'!sibility· · ....

Authority to
provide qualified
archaeologist to
prepare Testing/
Treatment Plan if
required.
Contractor or
SFMTA to provide
qualified
archaeologist to
implement

lmplementatiqn. . M.onitoring
·· .Repprting
Schedule. ·
..... 'Responsibility . , Recipient· . .:·.

Construction
~

FTA to consult
with SHPO on a
Testing/
Treatment Plan
to complete.the
Section 106
Process.
SFMTA to ·
monitor
instruction and
to provide

Authority
FTA
SHPO
Planning
Department ·

July 2013

No.

N
0
N
0

Affected
·-· ' Resource/s

· lrtjp!ementation '. ·: .. 'n:'~l~m.entation _·.·I·. lmpleme~~~tion ·
Mitigation & lmprover:nent
. ... 1 .
. ..
·Procedure · · · · ': 1 Responsibility . · Schedule
-Measures ...... ·~'"
Testing/
needed.
would initially entail detailed,
Construction crew Treatment Plan if
focused documentary research to
required.
members to
evaluate the potential significance
implement if
of any archaeological material
needed during
identified during initial research
project
that might be preserved.
Significance would be based on the -construction.
·data-potential of possible remains
applied to accepted research
designs. Two results could ensue:

.

•

No Potentially Significant
Remains. If no locations
demonstrate the potential for
significant remains, no further
archaeological testing would be
recommended.

•

Potentially Significant Remains.
If any locations have the
potential to contain significant
remains, then appropriate field
methods will be proposed,
including compressed testing
and data-recovery efforts.
Testing will be initiated
immediately prior to
construction, when there is
access to historic ground levels.
Should a site or site feature be
found and evaluated as
potentially significant,
mitigation in the form of data
recovery will take place
immediately upon discovery
should avoidance of the site not
be possible.

15

.Monitoring · · 1 fteporting
.Responsibility ·:-~ 'Recipient · · ·
weekly reports
of
archaeological
findings and
procedures
throughout
project
construction
duration as well
as verification
of training of all
relevant
construction
crew staff
working on job
site.

July 2013

.N!J.

Affected·
'Resource/s

Mitigation & Improvement
· Measores1 ·
.

· lm.f?lemen~ation.
·''Procedure : · ·

Implementation · Implementation
· Responsibility:· :.. · ,·schedule· · - · ·

Monitoring
· 1 Reporting
.Responsibility · : 'Recipient.· ·

If re.quired for prehistoric
resources; a Treatment Plan would
identify relevant research issues
for resource evaluation, and
pragmatic field methods to
identify, ev.aluate, and conduct
data recoyery if needed. This could
include a pre-construction
geoarchaeological coring program
or a compressed three-phase field
effort occurring prior to
construction, when the ground
surface is accessible.
The procedures detailed in the
Treatment Plan would be finalized
in consultation with the SHPO.
N

A Phase 2 Test/Phase 3 Mitigation
report will document all testing
and data-recovery excavation
methods and findings.

c:>
N
_.

13(M)

Cultural
Resources

M-CP-C3: In the event buried
cultural resources are encountered
durin·g construction activities,
pursuant to 36 CFR 800.13,
construction would be halted and
the discovery area isolated and
secured until a qualified
professional archaeologist assesses
the nature and significance of the
find. Unusual, rare, or unique
finds-particularly artifacts or
features not found during data
recovery-could require additional
study. Examples of these would
include the following:

Per contract
specifications,
construction
crews to be
instructed on this
policy prior to
start of
construction and
throughout
construction, and
to implement if
needed during
project
construction.

16

Contractor to
provide qualified
archaeologist to
implement

Construction

SFMTAto
monitor
instruction and
to provide
weekly reports
of
archaeological
findings and
procedures
throughout
project
construction
duration.

Authority

FTA
SHPO
Planning
Department.

July 2013

No.
..

Repqrting . :
lmplem~ntation ' . ; lmpleITlent,ation::'.. ·Monitoring
Mitigation & llllProvetnent .. · · .· '. lmplement.,ati1:m
Affected
.
. T ·. ·.·
'-\ ·'· · ·· .... ;· ·Procedure·.:·;, _·,, · ,Respons1b11ty.-····.'" · Schedule <· · · .: ..: ·. :Responsibility . · Recipient·
Resource/s· ... Meas4rei.1 . : -:. :,.·
• Any bone that cannot
'--immediately be identified as
non-human
• Any types of intact features
(hearths, house floors, cache
pits, structural foundations,
etc.)

•

Artifact caches or
concentrations

•

Rare or unique items (engraved
or incised stone or bone, beads
or ornaments, mission-era
artifacts)

•

Archaeological remains which
are redundant with materials
collected during testing or data
recovery and which have
minimal data potential need not
be formally investigated. This
could include debitage; most
flaked or ground tools, with the
exception of diagnostic or
unique items (e.g., projectile
points, crescents) shell; nonhuman bone; charcoal and
other plant remains.

•

Diagnostic and unique artifacts
unearthed during construction
would be collected and their
proveniences noted. Artifact
concentrations.and other
features would be
photographed,
flotation/soils/radiocarbon
samples taken (as c;ippropriate),

N

.o.
N
N

17 .
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."No.

N
0
N

c..:>

Affected.·.
Resource/s

. Mitigation. & lmprove!llent-.
· Measuresl, ·
· · · ·· ··

... lrriplerri~n~ation ·
Procedure

and locations mapped using a
GPS device.
Upon discovery of deposits which
may constitute a site, the agency
official shall notify the State
Hist,oric Preservation Officer
(SHPO) and any Indian tribe that
might attach religious and cultural
significance to the affected
property. The notification shall
describe the agency official's
assessment of National Register
eligibility of the property and
proposed actions to resolve the
adverse effects (if any). The SHPO,
Indian tribe, and Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation (the
Council) shall respond within 48
hours of the notification. The
agency official shall take into
account their recommendations
regarding National Register
eligibility and proposed actions,
and then carry out appropriate
actions. The agency official shall
provide the SHPO, Indian tribe, and
the Council a report of the actions
when they are completed.
The above activities could be
carried out quickly and efficiently,
with as little delay as possible to
construction work.
The methods and results· of any
excavations would be documented,
with photographs, in an Addendum

. lmplementat!on .
. Responsibility

··lmPl!'!m~ntati.o.n.'.

Schedui!'!

M.onitoring ·
.Responsibility

Repor~ing

Recipient

,.

18
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No ..

Affected

R~source/s

• ·1

Mitigation
& 1111provement ·
.. . .
1
· ...
Measures
' . ··
Report. Any artifacts collected
would be curated along with the
main collection. Samples would be
processed in a lab and analyzed, or
curated with the collection for
future studies, at the discretion of
the project proponent.

· lmplementatio·n .
· Proceduie· .· ~ ·

'I

I

_lmpl~m~nta~i(Jn . lmplem~n~a_ti_o_n .r: Mo~itoring . .·. J· R,~porting ·.
i:tesponsibility : .. · .' Sth!)dule · ·. · , · Responsibility · Recipient·

If major adjustments are made to
the final project design, a qualified
professional archaeologist should
consulted before work begins,
to determine whether additional
survey, research, and/or
geoarchaeological assessments are
needed.

be

14(M)
N>
0

N>
~

J

Cultural
Resources

M-CP-C4: If humans are
discovered during project
construction, the stipulations
provided under Section 7050.5 of
the State Health and Safety Code
will be followed. The San Francisco
County coroner would be notified
as.soon as is reasonably possible
(CEQA Section 15064.5). There
would be no further site
disturbance where the remains
were found and all construction
work would be halted within 100
feet of the discovery. If the remains
are determined to be Native
American, the coroner is
responsible for contacting the
California Native American
Heritage Commi.ssion within 24
hours. The Commission, pursuant

Per contract
specifications,
construction
crews to be
instructed on this
policy prior to
start of
construction and
throughout
construction, and
to implement if
needed during
project
construction.

19

Contractor to
provide qualified
archaeologist to
implement

Construction

Authority
SFMTA to
monitor
County
instruction and
Coroner
to provide
weekly reports
.I NAHC
of
archaeological
Planning
findings and
Department
procedures
.throughout
project
construction
duration.

I
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No.

....

Affec~ed

Resource/s··

: lm'plementation , lmplementat!on
Mitigation &,lmproveme,nt ":: , ·
:: .·Procedure:·:::
, ·Responsibility · ·
·Measures1 .··:·:·."·
, _. · ··.·. :· .·
to California Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98 would notify those
persons it believes to be the rnost
likely descendants {MLD).
Treatment of the remains would be
,dependent on the views of the

. ~epoi:t;ing
lmp!,ementation : Monitoring .
Schedule ,. · -· · ·. :Responsibility · · Redpi~nt

MLD.
15(M)

""
0
C'I
""

Geology/Soils
/Seismicity/T
opography

M-GE-C1: Shore all cuts deeper
than 5 feet (AGS, 2009a). Corisider
surcharge load from nearby
structures in shoring design of open
excavations including an
examination of the potential for
lateral movement of the excavation
walls as a result. Implement the
following construction BMPs related
to shoring and slope stability:
• Keep heavy construction
equipment, building materials,
excavated soil, and vehicle
traffic away from the edge of
excavations, generally a distance
equal to or greater than the
depth of the excavation.

Per contract
specifications,
contractor to
implement dui"ing
construction.

• During wet weather, prevent
storm runoff from entering the.
excavation. Excavation sidewalls
can be covered with plastic
sheeting, and berms can be
placed around the perimeter of
the excavated areas.

•

Adequately support sidewalks,
slabs, pavement, and utilities
adjacent to proposed
excavations during construction.

20

Contractor

Construction

SFMTAto
oversee cuts
and provide
weekly reports
describing the
shoring
technique used
on all cuts
deeper than 5
feet throughout
project
construction
duration.

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No.

16(M)

Affected

·iie~ource/s
Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

Mitigation·&' tmproveme.nt .
Measiir~S1 :.'.:;: · · · · ....,.. :
M-HZ-Cl: Create a Worker Site
Health and Safety Plan with the
following components, in response
to potential Recognized
Environmental Conditions
identified in the Phase II review or
other follow-up investigations, and
results from preconstruction leadbased paint (LBP) and aerially
deposited l~ad (ADL) surveys
specified in Sections 4.8.3 and
4.8.4:

·~.~~:~:;u~:~~~~~~

.: 1

: ·J~~~~~;.6~~:~~"-;

Per contract
specifications,
plan (including
special provisions)
to be w_ritten by
Contractor as. part
of construction
planning phase.

Contractor

Per contract
specifications,
plan to be written

Contractor

tmplem~nta.tion: I :Monitoring · · ··· 1· ~ep~rtj1,1g ·
Schedule'~· .. ~·"·":·:'.: ·R~spon'sibllitY'.: ··~·ecipient "

Construction
(planning phase)

ISFMTA to

oversee
approval from
Caltrans.

I Authority
FTA
Caltrans

SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports on.
adherence to
plan
throughout
construction
duration.

• A safety and health risk/hazards

analysis for each site task and
operation in the work plan;
• Employee training assignments;
N
0
N

• Personal protective equipment
requirements;
• Medical surveillance
requirements;

en

• Air monitoring, environmental
sampling techniques, and
instrumentation;
• Safe storage and disposal
measures for encountered
contaminated soil, groundwater,
or debris, including temporary
storage locations, labeling, and
containment procedures.
• Emergency response plan; and
• Spill containment program.
17(M)

Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

M-HZ-C2, IM-HV-Cl and IM-HY-5:
Coordinate preparation of a Storm.
Water Pollution Prevention Plan

21

Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No ...

. l'V
0
l'V

......

Affected.
. Resource/s

·I·.

.. Reporting ..
: !mp,lement~tion . lmplementa~ion. · 1.1111plemen~a.tio_n . .'· :-Monitoring
'· l\O)tigatjon
& .Improvement·.
'.
- 1·
. . ·•· ,..
. .
:
it~~ipi~nt
"R~sponsibilitv
·
·procedure:.-."··
iRespo11sibility·
.
"
·schedule'·."
,,
.
· IV)easures.
·
Caltrans
and
by contractor as
(SWPPP) required to comply with
Caltrans
RWQCB
part of
the Nat!onal Pollutarit Discharge
construction
Elimination System (NPDES)
RWQCB
SFMTAto
planning phase.
General Permit requirements with
provide weekly
San Francisco Public Utilities
reports
Commission {SFPUC) and conform
outlining
construction activities with SFPUC's
adherence to
"Keep it on site" guide. Include in
SWPPP
the project SWPPP the following
throughout
measures to contain any pos~ible
construction
contamination, including
duration.
protection of storm drains, and to
prevent any contaminated runoff
or leakage either into or onto
exposed ground surfaces:
•

Use of stormwater BMPs,
including inlet protec~ion
devices, temporary silt fencing,
soil stabilization measures,
street sweeping, stabilized
construction entrances, and
temporary check dams.
• Conducting drilling/piling
operations in accordance with
guidelines set forth by the City,
including the Department of
Public Health Local Oversight
.Program and Caltrans
Construction Site BMP Manual.

•
•

Lining storage areas.
Proper and expeditious disposal
of items to be removed, such as
landscaping, curb bulb waste,
exi,s:ting bus stop shelters, and
demolished OCS and signal
22
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. Affected
Resource/s

Mitigation & lmproyemerit .' · •
.
1
: . Measures.. -. ..... ,.
.... ······· ' , ' . '

:lr:riplemen~ation ·

.. Procedure . ,; .

·.1mplemen~atipn · ·

, :. Responsibility

,.-

lmplemen~atipn . · .Monito.ring ·.

:. : . scheduie· .... · · ·

.Responsibility··

.Reporting.
..RecipienC ·

poles.
In accordance with NPDES General
Permit requirements the SWPPP
will address water quality impacts
associated with construction
activities, including identification of
all drainage facilities onsite,
placement of appropriate
stormwater and non-stormwater
pollution controls, erosion and
sediment control, spill response
and containment plans, inspection
scheduling, maintenance, and
training of all construction
personn.el onsite ..
18(M)
NI
0
NI
CX>

19(M)

Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

M-HZ-C3: Implement public health
and safety measures contained in
Worker Health and Safety Plan (MHZ-Cl) during construction.

M-HZ-1: Prior to construction,
review Phase II study and conduct
a follow-up investigation, if
appropriate, for identified
recognized environmental
conditions (RECS). Required actions
are:
• Field survey identified RECs to
verify the physical locations of
the REC sites with respect to the

Per contract
specifications,
measures will be
identified as part
·of M-HZ-Cl
above, and will be
implemented
throughout
construction
specifications.
SFMTAshall
implement M-HZ1 following final
design.

Contractor

SF MTA

Construction .

Final
Design/Constructi
on Planning

SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports
throughout
construction
duration.

Authority

SFMTAto
provide a
report with
findings.

Authority

FTA
Caltrans

FTA
Caltrans

•.

23
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No; ..

Affec~ed.

Resource/s

. Mitigation & Improvement
Measures1: . · · · .. ·
". ·.. . .
preferred build alternative
project components and
proposed co11struction
earthwork, and observe the
current conditions of the sites.
• Conduct a regulatory file review
for each identified REC to
determine the current status of
the sites and, if possible, the :
extent of the contamination.

•

N>
C)

N>

co

If the aforementioned field
survey and file review reveql a
likelihood of encountering
contaminated soil or
groundwater·during project
construction, then conduct a
lubsurface exploration within
the areas proposed for
construction earthwork
activities. Conduct the
subsurface investigation within
the project limits, adjacent to,
or down gradient from the REC
sites. If soil profiling reveals
contaminant concentrations
that meet the definftion of
hazardous materials, prepare
and implement Construction
Implementation Plan that
address.es management of
hazardous materials and
hazardous waste that is
consistent with the federal and
state of California requirements
pertaining to hazardous

.

1nipleme11tation
Proc.edure ·

•.

24

Monitoring
lmplem.~ntation:;
· . Implementation
'
·
· . Responsibility ·
· Responsibility' · · :·schedule

Ri:por~ing
Re~ipient
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20(M)

Affected.

R~sciurce/s

Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

NJ
0

w

0

21{M)

Hazardous
Waste/Mater
ials

.Mitigation1 &·1inproveme11t
.
.
Measures·
· .:
·: ..
materials and wastes
management.

..

..

·Implementation. · Implementation · · . lmJ>l.ementation · · Monitoring
. Prcicedure~· ~.;, ··
·Responsibility
Responsibility . :.. · Schedule ..

M-HZ-2: Test soils in landscaped
medians that will be disturbed by
project activities for aerially
deposited lead according to
applicable hazardous m!lterial
testing guidelines. If the soil
contains extractible lead
concentrations that meet the
definition of hazardous materials,
obtain Caltrans approval of a Lead
Compliance Plan prior to the start of
construction or soil-disturbance
activities. If lead levels present in
surface soils reach concentrations in
excess of the hazardous waste
th-reshold, stabilize onsite or dispose
at a Class 1 landfill such soils as
specified in the Lead C()mpliance
Plan.

SFMTAshall
implement soil
testing for ADL
prior to
construction to
inform
construction
planning.

M-HZ-3: Test for lead in paint used
for traffic lane striping and on
streetscape features, including the
OCS support poles/streetlights,
prior to demolition/removal to
determine proper handling and
disposal methods during project
construction. If lead is detected,
include appropriate procedures in
the Construction Implementation .
Plan to avoid worker or public
contact with these materials or

SFMTAshall
implement LBP
testing of
structures to be
demolished, prior
to construction to
inform
construction
planning.

SF MTA

Final
Design/Constructi
on Planning

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor shall
adhere to Lead
Compliance Plan,
if necessary.

SFMTA

Final
Design/Constructi
on Planning

SFMTAto
provide a
report with
findings and, if
necessary, a
Lead
Compliance
Plan.
If necessary,
SFMTAshall
provide weekly
reports on
Contractor
compliance
with Lead
Compliance
Plan
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
provide report
outlining LBP
and shall
include
procedures in
Construction
Implementation
Plan

Per contract
specifications,

25

SFMTAto
provide weekly

~epprting

Recipient .. '

Authority

FTA
Caltrans

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
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22(M)

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,
Transportatio
n&

Circulation
N
0
(.\)

.......

23(Mj

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,
Transportatio
n&

IVlitig<!tio.n
& lmpr~vement .
. 1 .
··• Measures. .
generation of dust or vapors.

M-Cl-Cl: During the design phase,
with participation from local
agencies, other major project
proposers in the area (e.g., the
California Pacific Medical Center
[CPMC] Cathedral Hill Campus, the
Better Market Street Project, and
the Geary Corridor BRT projects),
local communities, businesses
associations, and affected drivers
develop a Transportation
Management Plan (TMP) that
includes traffic rerouting, a detour
plan, and public information
procedures. Implement early and
well-publicized announcements
and outreach to help minimize
confusion, inconvenience, and
traffic congestion at the start of
and during construction.

!rr,iplementation
.. P.roced4re· .
. :
1

Implementation
Responsibility

Contractor shall
adhere to
Construction
Implementation
Plan.

SFMTA to
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.
Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

M-Cl-C2: As part of the TMP,
SFMTA to
construction planning
minimize implement as part
nighttime construction in
- of construction
residential areas and minimize
planning phase.
daytime construction impacts on
Per contract
retail and commercial areas.
specifications,

will

26

SFMTA- planning
Contractor construction

lmplementa~ion

· , . Monitoring
· <: R_esponsibility ·
reports on
adherence to
Construction
Implementation
Plan
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
Construction
oversee
Planning Phase,
approvals from
c;_onstruction
Caltrans and
Phase
SFDPW

Schedule' . ' ·

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
~hase

SFMTA to
oversee project
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW
SFMTAto

·Reporting
Recipient

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
SFDPW

Jl:JIY 2013

No. .
··

Affected . . . Mitigation_& !111p.ro.vemei1t . .
Resoi.trce/s ·: Measures1 .: .. ·.: ·.<: ·:··:'·····
Circulation

24(M)

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,
Transportatio
n&
Circulation

. . llTIP!'i!rnen~at!~n :. lmPl~111entat!o11 : . lrnP!e1nentalion ... ·Min1i.t~ri11g · .,· , Reporting .::
~Pr.C>cedure · · '<Responsibility':. ·.'schedule ·
: ·: :Resp<l11sibility' ·'Recipient'

<

Contractor to
implement during
construction.

M-Cl-C3: Incorporate in the TMP
SFMTA to
applicable in the Civic Center area, · implement as part
consideration of major civic and
of construction
performing arts events.
planning phase.

provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP in Civic
Center area
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA

Construction
Planning Phase, .
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

N)

0

c..:>
N)

~

25(M)

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
land Use,
Transportatio
n&
Circulation

M-Cl-C4:.l. As part of the TMP public
information program, coordinate
with adjacent properties along Van
Ness Avenue to determine the need
for colored parking spaces (for
freight and passenger and disabled
loading) for these uses and work to
identify locations for replacement
spaces or plan construction activities
to minimize the loss of these spaces.

SFMTA to
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SFMTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

·

!

2

.M-Cl-2 constitutes a mitigation measure under NEPA and an improvement m·easure under CEQA.

27

SFMTA to
oversee project
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW

Authority

SFMTA to
provide W!'lekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP in Civic
Center area
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW.

SFDPW

SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP

FTA
Caltrans

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
SFDPW

July 2013
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No.

26(M)

, Affecte~.;. . . Mitigation & Improvement . ·
Me~sur~s1 . . . ·. : · ·. · ·
·· Resource/s

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,
Transportatio
n&
Circulation

....

M-Cl-CS: As part of the TMP public
information program, coordinate
with adjacent properties along Van
Ness Avenue to ensure that
pedestrian access to these
properties is maintained at all
times.

. Implementation
·Procedure ·. · ·

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
plan.ning phase.

Implementation
, R~sponsib.ility<

SFMTA-

. Implementation
Schedule

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

r-

N
0
(A)
(A)

27(M). Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,
Transportatio
n&
Circulation

M-Cl-C6: As part of the TMP,
SFMTA's process for accepting and
addressing complaints will be
implemented. This includes
provision of contact information for
the Project Manager, Resident
Engineer, and Contractor on project
signage with direction to call if
there are any concerns. Complaints
are logged and tracked to ensure
they are addressed.

SFMTAto
lmplement as part
of construction
planning phase.

28(M)

M-Cl-C7. As part of the TMP,
adequate passenger and truck
loading zones will be maintained
for adjacent land uses, including
maintaining access to driveways

SFMTA to
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

Community
Impacts/
Public
Services &
Land Use,

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

28

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Monitoring
ResponsibiliW

throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW.

ReP.orting . .
Recipient

Authority
FTA
Caltrans

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
cons:tructio'n
duration
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPWF

SFDPW

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
· throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW.

SFDPW

Aut~ority

FTA
Caltrans

Authority
FTA
Caltrans

July 2013

No.

Affecte~:

Resource/s
Transportatio
n&
Circulation

·. · lrnplemerit.atlon · . : ln1plemen.ta~!on .. _ lf11P!~m-~n~atipn. :... IV!o!'1i~<?ring . .
. : : .:· :Respon'sibility ·
· .. Procedure ·.
·Responsibility. :: '- Schedule
Per contract
SFMTA to
specifications,
provide weekly
Contractor to
reports on
implement during
adherence to
construction.
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
Construction
SF MTA,
SFMTAto
M-TR-C1: Temporarily convert
oversee
implement as part Contractor
Planning Phase,
parking lanes to mixed-flow traffic
approvals from
of construction
lanes to generally maintain two
Construction
Caltrans anti
planning
phase.
open traffic lanes in each direction
Phase
SFDPW.
and minimize traffic impacts.
Per contract
SFMTA to
specification,
provide weekly
Contractor to
reports on
implement during
adherence to
construction.
TMP
throughout
construction.
SFMTA
to
Construction
SF
MT
A,
SFMTA
to
M-TR-C3: Plan required closures of a
oversee
Planning P.hase,
implement as part Contracto1;.second mixed-flow traffic lane and
approvals from
Construction
of construction
detours for nighttime or off-peak
Caltrans and
Phase
planning phase.
traffic hours and as in conformance
SFDPW
with approved noise requirements.
Per contract
I
SFMTAto
specification,
provide weekly
Contractor to·
reports on
implement during
adherence to
construction
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
Mitigation & Improvement
. .
1
· ..
Measures
and· providing adequate loading
zones on the same or adjoining
street block face.

Re~Q.rting

Recipient
SFDPW

-

29(M)

Transportatio
n arid
Circulation

N>
0
CA)

~

Transportatio
n and
Circulation

29

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
SFDPW

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
SFDPW

"

July 2013

, Affected
. Resource/s
30(M) · Transportatio
n and
Circulation

. .No.

Mjtigation & Improvement:.
1
Measures

..

M-TR-C4: Maintain one east-west
and north-south crosswalk leg
open at all times at all
intersections.

. Implementation . lmplem!mtati.on:
'. Resp,onsibiJity '. ·
. : Procedure .
SFMTA,
SFMTAto
implement as part Contractor
of construction
planning phase.

lmplfi!mentation
:schedule
Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specification,
Contractor to
implement during
construction

31(M)

"'

0

Transportatio
n and
Circulation

w
c.n

M-TR-CS: Install sufficient
barricading, signage, and
temporary walkways as needed to
minimize impacts to pedestrians.

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SF MTA,
Contractor

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specification,
Contractor to
implement during
construction

32(M)

Transportatio
n and
Circulation

M-TR-CG: Coprdinate with the
Golden Gate Bridge & Highway
Transportation District {GGT) as
part of the TMP to plan temporarily
relocated transit stops as needed,
and minimize impacts to GGT
service.

SFMTA to
implement as part
of construction
planning phase
through
coordination with
GGT.

SF MTA,
Contractor

Construction
Planning Phase &
Construction

. · ~eporting
Monitoring
Recipient
·Responsibility
Authority
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from·
FTA
Caltrans and
Caltrans
SFDPW

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW
SFMTAto
.
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
concurrence
from GGT.

FTA
Caltrans
SFDPW

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
GGT

SFMTAto
30

Authority

"

July 2013
No.

33(M)

·I

Affected: ·• . Mitlgatio~ &.Improvement:.·
Resource/s · . ·Measures · · ::· · · ,., .... · ·

Transportatio
n and
Circulation

N>

0

w
m

34{M)

I Transportatio
n and
Circulation

' :1. lr'.lJplementation. ·1· lmpl.em!mtatioil •·

1 lmplerr11mtation
·.·•.:Pro~edure· .:'. .... -R~spo~sibility·<.•:· Sched~ie:· ·•··· ....
Per contract
specification,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

M-TR-C7: Develop and
coordinate with other major
projects in the area a
Transportation Management
Plan (TMP) outlining methods
and strategies to minimize
construction activity-related
traffic delay and inconvenience
to the traveling public. The TMP
will include a public information ·
program and wayfinding to
provide local businesses and
residents with information
related to the construction
activities and durations,
temp_orary traffic closures an.d
detours, parking restrictio'ns,
and bus stop relocations. The
public information program will
be coordinated with regional
agencies, such as Caltrans and
Golden Gate Transit.
M-TR-1: Add an additional vehicle
to the fleet on Routes 47 and 49 if
needed to decrease headways for
each route sufficiently to bring the

I

SFMTAto.
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SF MTA

Per contract
specification,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

SFMTA Transit
Operations to
implement as
needed during

31

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase &
Construction;
TMP to be
develope.d during
the 30 percent
project design
phase

Operation

·Monitoring · ·
: Re~pon~ibility
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW

~eportii;ig·

:Recipient·

Authority
FTA

Caltrans

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.

SFDPW

SFMTAto
provide
quarterly
reports on

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No.

...

35(M)

Mitigation & Improvement
Affected
1
Resource/s. · · Measu~es · ....

Transportatio
n and
Circulation

..
N
0
00
.........

· Implementation .
· ·Procedure

load factors below SFMTA's
maximum vehicle load standard of
0.85.

pro~ect

M-Traffic Management Toolbox:
Develo12 and im12lement a traffic
management toolbox to raise
public awareness of circulation
changes; advise drivers of alternate
routes; and provide pedestrian
improvements. Toolbox actions will
include:

SF.MTAto
implement during
and after
construction.

•

!mplementation· · Implementation " Monitoril'.lg ·.
· · · .Responsibility
Responsibili~•f · · · Scheduie·

operation.

'

Provide driver wayfinding and
sign age, especially to assist
infrequent drivers of the
corridor who may not be
aware of alternate routes, such
as along the Larkin/Hyde and
Franklin/Gough corridors.
Coordinate with Caltraris to
develop the driver wayfinding
and signage strategy as part of
mitigation measure and M-TRCS. Continue to monitor traffic
after construction and during
project operation. If the above
mentioned construction
measures prove to be helpful
in minimizing traffic delay
impacts, consider
implementing similar strategies
on an as-needed basis during
project operation.

SFMTA

Construction and
Operation

crowding for
first 2 years of
operation,
annual reports
for subsequent
5 years.
SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
TMP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
Pf!'!pare
monthly
monitoring
reports forthe
first two years
of project
operation.

32

Repo.rting
Recipient

Authority
FTA
Caltrans
Golden Gate
Transit

:

J~ly

2013

No.-

...·..

,

Affected
Resource/s

lmplerrien.tation . lmpl~mentation:·' .. lmpleinen~ation : . ·Monit9ring ·.· '
·Mitigation & Improvement
...
Measures1 · · · · .: .
. Procedure:·: ...... · Responsibility ; '" ·Schedule .. · . " . > • Responsibility>
• Public Awareness Cam12aign
and Transgortation
Management Plan [TMP}
during and after Project
Construction. As discussed as
part of mitigation measure MTR-C7, the TMP will implement
a public awareness program of
wayfinding during construction
and will coordinate the public
information program with
regional agencies, including_
Caltrans and GGT. Continue to
monitor traffic after
construction and during project
operation. If the above
mentioned construction
measures prove to be helpful in
minimizing traffic delay
impacts, the SFMTA may
choose to implement similar
strategies on an as~needed
basis during project operation.
• Pedestrian Amenities at
Additional Corridor Locations.
After construction, during
project operation, monitor
travel in the corridor to identify
additional locations for
pedestrian improvements
based on a combination of
pedestrian and vehicle
volumes, infrastructure
capabilities, and collision
history.
Consider the potential for long~

'

N>

0
(A)

00

33

R.ep_orting·
Recipient

July 2013

No ..... · Affected-:
Resource/s

•.·

Mi~igatiori &_Improvement
;,.
Measure's1 ·· ....

'•"

'';.

term, pedestrian amenities,
such as countdown signals and
pedestrian curb bulbs, to help
reduce the severity of
automobile traffic delays
through mode shift.
36(M)

Utilities and
Service
Systems

M-UT-1: Closely coordinate BRT
construction with concurrent utility
projects planned within the Van
Ness Avenue corridor.

"'
0

(.a.)

co

37(M)

Utilities and
Service

System~

M-UT-2: During the design phase,
inspect and evaluate the sewer
pipeline within the project limits to
assess the condition of the pipeline
and need for replacement. If repair
or relocation is needed, during
project construction, continue to
coordinate such work with SFPUC
and SFDPW working with the City's
Committee for Utility Liaison on
Construction and Other Projects
(CULCOP).

lmplementatipn · ·. lmpl~mentati!m. . MoQ.i,to~ing ..
.. Responsibility
Schedule·
Responsibility •

Implementation .
· Procedure ..

~.epoi:ting

.Recipient · ·

...

SFMTA, SFPUC,
and SFDPWto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase,
including
coordination with
the Committee
for Utility Liaison
on Construction
and Other
Projects (CULCOP)
and the San
Francisco Street
Construction
Coordination
Center.
. SFMTA and SFPUC
to conduct
needed sewer
inspections during
final design;

34

SFMTA, SFPUC
and contractor

Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

SFMTAto
oversee
a'pprovals from
· SFDPW.

Authority
FTA

'

SFMTA, SFPUC

Final Design &
Construction
(planning phase)

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
SFDPW.

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No.

38(M)

N
0

.r;::.

0

39(M)

Affect~d: ....:1 _Mi~i~~t.i~n1 & .r~P,ro~eme~t. : ·

.. ·· 1-·· l'!)Pl~~e~~~tipn · -1·· J!llplemeritation : ·• 1~ lmplelllen~ation. ·· 1·: Monitoring .
Resource/s' · ' Measures ·· .. . · . : · · ;
· '' P~oc!:!dLire ' : : · .. ' · Responsibility · : : . scbedule
· ' • . Responsibility
Utilities and I M-UT-3: Design the project to
SFMTA, SFDPW,
SFMTA, SFPUC,
I Final Design &
I SFMTA to
oversee
Construt:tion
Service
ensure that the proposed BRT
SFPUC, and the
and the San
approvals from
Systems
trans.itway and station facilities do
San Francisco Fire Francisco Fire
SFPUC and San
Department to
Department
not prevent access to the
Francisco Fire
underground auxiliary water supply coordinate and
Department
plan during final
service (AWSS) lines. Ensure that
design,
and
again
the design provides adequate
SFMTAto
for construction
access for specialized trucks to
provide weekly
planning.
park next to gate valves for
reports
on
maintenance and that gate valves
of
accessibility
Per
contract
are not located beneath medians
AWSS lines and
specifications,
or station platforms.
gate valves
Contractor to
throughout
implement during
construction
construction.
duration.
Final Design,
SFMTAto
SF MTA
M-UT-4: In situations where utility
SFMTA to
Utilities and
oversee
Construction
facilities cannot be relocated,
coordinate with
Service
approvals from
utility providers,
Systems
create an operations plan to
SFPUC,
SF Fire
accommodate temporarydosure of SFDPW, the
Department,
SFPUC and SF Fire
the transitway and/or stations in
andSFDPW.
Department
coordination with utility providers
to allow utility providers to perform during final
design to ensure
maintenance, emergency repair,
project design
and upgrade/replacement of
underground facilities that may be
considers utility
located beneath project features
maintenance
programs,
such as the BRT transitway, station
including those
platforms, or curb bulbs. Integrate
overlapping with
into the plan signage for BRT
project
patrons !')nd safety protocols for
Muni operators and utility
construction.
providers.

35

Reporting
Recipient.··
Authority

FTA

Authority

FTA

July 2013
No.

..
40(M)

41(M)
N>
0

.i::_.

3

4

Affected
Resource/s
Community
Impacts

Community
Impacts

Mitigation &:Improvement·.
Measures1 · · · ·
.
3

M-Cl-IM-1 : Prior to construction,
coordinate with all businesses that
wpuld be affected by removal of
colored parking spaces, including
short-term parking, to confirm the
need for truck and/or passenger
loading spaces and to identify and
implement appropriate
replacement parking locations to
minimize the impacts to these
businesses.

4

M-Cl-IM-2 : Apply parking·
management tools as needed to
offset any substantial impacts from
the loss of on-street parking, which
may include· adjustment of
residential parking permits in the
residential community north of
Broadway, or use of SFpark, which
is a package of real-time tools to
manage parking occupancy and
turnover through pricing
(appropriate in areas of highdensity commercial uses that rely
on high parking turnover).

. Implementation
Procedure·
·
SFMTA to
implement as part
of design phase
Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement
relocated parking

SFMTA to
implement as part
of postconstruction
project
monitoring phase.

Implementation·
.Responsibility · · .
SF MTA

Implementation.
.Schedule ., ..

Design and
Construction

.

SF MTA

Post-Construction
Monitoring Phase

-------

M-Cl-IM-1 and M-Cl-IM-2 constitutes a mitigation measure under NEPA and an improvement measure under CEQA
M-Cl-IM-1 and M-Cl-IM-2 constitutes a mitigatjon measure under NEPA and an improvement measure under CEQA

36

"

.. , .
·Responsibility
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
Caltrans and
SFDPW.

Reporting
Recipient.
Authority

SFMTAto
provide weekly
report on
adherence to
Pi!Tking designs
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
provide
quarterly
parking
assessment for
first 2 years of
project
operation.

SFDPW

~Mopitoring

FTA
Caltrans

Authority

FTA

July 2013

Table B. Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Pro.gram for the Van Ness Avenue BRT Project (Improvement Measures)

· . Mitigation & Improvement
Affected
.
5.
Resource/s . Measures
Aesth-etics/V IM-AE-Cl: During construction,
isual
require the contractor to maintain
·Resources
the site in an orderly manner,
removing trash a'nd waste, and
securing equipment at the close of
each day's operation.

I~~lemen~ation
·Procedure
Contractor to
implement daily
d1,1ring.project
construction.

2
(IM)

Aesthetics/V
isual
Resources

IM-AE-C2: To reduce glare and light
used during nighttime construction
activities, require the contractor to
direct lighting onto the immediate
area under construction only and to
avoid shining lights toward
residences, nighttime commercial
properties, and traffic lanes.

Contractor to
implement nightly
during project
construction.

3
(IM)

Biological
Environ men
t

IM-Bl-1: In compliance with local
tree protection policies codified in
the San Francisco Public Works
Code, preserve mature trees and
incorporate them into the project
landscape plan as feasible.
Incorporate the planting of
replacement trees antj landscaping
into the landscape plan as feasible.

A qualified arborist
will be on the
lan·dscape design
team to work with
SFMTA and SFDPW
staff to identify
preservation
opportunities for
mature trees.

Biological

IM-Bl-2: Have a certified arborist

A qualified arborist

No.
1

(IM)

N
0
.i::=.
N

4
5

Implementation ·. Implementation . : M.c:initoring ·
· Reporting · '
- : Responsibility . Recipient·
·Responsibility · . : Schedule
Construction
SFMTAto
Authority
Contractor
conduct daily
visual scans and FTA
prepare weekly
report
throughout
project
construction
duration.
Contractor
Construction
SFMTAto
Authority
conduct nightly
visual scans and FTA
prepare weekly
report
throughout
project
construction
duration.
Qualified arborist, 30% design
SFMTAto
Authority
SFMTA, SFDPW
through final
provide CER,
design
final design and FTA
oversee project
approvals from
SFDPW Bureau
of Urban
Forestry.
Qualified Arborist,

30% design

SFMTA to

Authority

The number coding is as follows: improvement {IM) or mitigation (M) measure - environmental resource..:. construction period includes (C)- numerical order
within environmental resource.
·

37

July 2013

Affected ·
Miti~at!on.& lmpro~ement ..
.·
. ' . " ·5
. Resource/s · ·Measures
. '.
(IM)
Environmen
complete a preconstruction tree
survey to identify protected trees
t
that will be potentially impacted by
the proposed project, and to
determine the need for tree removal
permits and tree protection plans
under San Francisco Public Works
Code requirements.
No.

5
(JM)

I'..)

0

.J::i.
00

Biological
Environmen
t

IM-Bl-3: In compliance with the
Executive Order on Invasive Species;
E.0. 13112, design and implement
landscaping that does not use
species listed as noxious weeds.

6
Geology/Soil
(IM). s/SeismicityI
Topography

IM-GE-1: Perform localized soil ·
modification treatments as needed
at locations where station platforms
would be located in areas of fill or
areas mapped as a liquefaction area.
Such soil modification may include
soil vibro-compactio.n or permeation
grouting.

7
(JM)

IM-GE-2:0ver-excavate fill soils and
replace them with engineered fill as
needed in areas where proposed
project structures would be loc;ated
in areas of fill or in liquefaction
zones.

Geology/Soil
s/SeismicityI
Topography

lmplemer:itation· . .
.. .
Pxocedure
will conduct tree.
survey during 30%
design, and then
again during final
design as needed.

Qualified landscape
architect will
exclude noxious
weeds from
landscape plan.

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
design and
construction ph!lse,
in preparation of
construction of.
station platforms.
Per contract
specifications,
·Contractor to
implement during
design and
construction phase,_
in preparation of
construction of
station platforms.

38

lmP.l~mentation

Responsibility ...
SFMTA

Qualified
Landscape
Architect
provided by
SF MTA

Contractor

Contractor

Implementation · .Monitoring
. . ,.Responsibility
Schedule'
provide CER,
through final
final design and
design
oversee' project
. approvals from
SFDPW Bureau
of Urban
Forestry.

Reporting · :
'Recipient ..

Final Design

Authority

Final
Design/Permitting
/Construction

Final
Design/Permitting
/Construction

SFMTA to
provide final
design and
oversee project
approvals from
SFDPW Bureau
of Urban
Forestry
SFMTAto
provide weekly
report on soil
modification
treatments
throughout
project .
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
provide weekly
report on fill
soils in areas of
fill or
liquefaction
zones
throughout
project
construction

FTA

FTA

-

Authority
FTA

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No.

8

(IM)

·Affected

Resour~~f s

5

1vrn:iga~ic:in & lmpr9~ement "

Measures

• ' •. !_M.

'"

Geology/Soil IM-GE-3: As needed; in areas offill
s/Seismicity/. or areas mapped as a liquefaction
Topography area, design and construct deeper
foundations for station platforms
and canopies.

.. :Moni~oring
Rep~r~.ii:ig . .:
· ' -l111P,le,me_ntat!OI!.'. . ....Implementation
.. -·, .. ,..., .....
Responsibility · · · R~cipient
· ·Responsibility · . · · Schedule
duration.
Authority
SFMTA will
Final
Contractor
SFMTA to perform
Design/Permitting oversee permit
assessment during
FTA
approval from
/Construction
final design.
SFDPWand
Caltrans
Caltrans
Per contract
specifications,
SFDPW
SFMTAto
Contractor to
provide weekly
implement during
reports on
permitting and
compliance
construction phase,
with
in preparation of
foundational
construction of
requirements
station platforms.
throughout
construction of
foundations,
then monthly
reports on
subsidence
through the
remainder of
project
construction
Authority
SFMTA to
Permitting &
Contractor
Per contract
oversee
Construction
specifications,
FTA
(planning phase)
approvals by:
SWPPPto be·
SFPUC and
written by
RWQCB
RWQCB
contractor as part of
construction
SFMTAto
planning phase.
provide weekly
reports
01,Jtlining
,
adherence to
SWPPP
lmp,leme~tatio!"

Procedure·

~

N>

0
.i::.i::-

9

(IM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

IM-HY-Cl. See M-HZ-C2.

'.

39

'

'•

July 2013

·No~

10
(IM)

Mitigation & lmproyement · ·
... Affected ..
5
Resource/s : . Measures
Water
Quality and
Hydrology

..

..

IM-HY-C2: Coordinate with and
obtain any needed permit approval
from the SFPUC for any construction
work that impacts the combined
sewer system (CSS)

t!np.lementatior:i
Procedure
SFMTA shall obtain
any needed
approval from
SFPUC.

, : l!TIPl!!r:nentation:
· Responsibility
SFMTA, SFPUC
and contractor

, tmpl~m~ntation . · M<Jn!toril'.!g.
_ . ~ep(Jrtjng .
... ·,Responsibility · . Recip.ient
Schedule.
Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

0

11
(JM)

.i::-

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

C.J"I

12
(JM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

IM-HY-C3: If groundwater is
encountered during project
excavation activities, pump the
water from the excavated area,
contain and treated it in accordance
with all applicable State and federal
regl!lations before discharging it to
the existing local CSS. Obtain a batch
discharge permit from SFPUC prior
to commencement of discharge to
the CSS.
IM-HY-1: Design landscape areas
provided by the project to minimize
and reduce total runoff. Avoid the
overuse of water and/or fertilizers
on landscaped areas.

Authority
FTA
RWQCB

..

......,

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
SFPUC

SFMTA and SFPUC
to implement as
part' of construction
planning phase.
Per contract
specifications,
.contractor shiJll
implement during
construction if
groundwater is
encountered.
SFMTA and
landscape architects
to implement
during landscape
design. SFDPW to
implement water
and fertilizer usage
during project
operation

SFMTA, SFPUC
and contractor

Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
"Keep it on
Site" guidelines
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to ·
oversee
approvals from
SFPUC and
RWQCB

Authority
FTA
RWQCB

..

40

SFMTA, SFDPW

Final Design &
Operation

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
SF Arts
Commission,
HPC, and
Planning
Department

Authority
FTA

July 2013

No,

Affected
..
. .. s
Resource/s

Mitigation &. lmproyement ·
Measures
'

. . lmplementatio~ ·
Procedure , . ·
Contractor will
implement
landscape plan and
follow
watering/fertilizing
guidelines during
construction, as
needed, and per
contract
specifications.

Implementation:
.· : lmplemeotation : · Monitoring
,
·,·
.···.
·,
"
R~spon~ibility
•''•
. ~esponsibility: .: .: .. Schedule·
SFDPWto
provide
quarterly
reports on
fertilizer usage
for first 5 years
of operation.

N
0

.i::.

m

13
(IM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

IM-HY-2: As project design
progresses, investigate and as
feasible incorporate in the design
and implement stormwater
management tools, such as
permeable paving, infiltration
planters, swales, and rain gardens,
as set forth in the San Francisca
Better Streets Plan. In determining
the feasibility of implementing
stoimwater management tools,
consider streetscape geometry,
topography, soil type and
compaction, groundwater depth,

SFMTA, SFPUC and
SFDPW landscape
architects to include
in landscape design,
and consult with
SFDPWon
maintenance
aspects. ,.
Contractor to
implement
storm water
management tools,
per contract

41

SFMTA, SFPUC,
SFDPW, and
Contractor

Final Design &
Operation

SFMTA to
submit weekly
reports on
Contractor
implementation
of landscape
plan and.
watering/fertiliz
ing guideline
adherence, as
needed
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from:
SFAC, HPC,
Planning
Department,
SFDPW, and
SFPUC for final
design.
SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports on
implementation

, ~eporting.
Recipient ·

Authority
FTA

July 2013
Implementation.: : Monitoring· .. Reporting
.. Implementation
: Responsibility··· . 'Recipient
· Resp~nsibility ··. • . Schedule
of stormwater
elements
throughout
construction
_,
duration.
Authority
SFMTA to
Final Design &
Contractor,
IM-HY-3: In compliance with the City SFMTAand
oversee
Operation
SFMTA,
SFDPW
landscape
architects
Integrated Pest Management Policy
approvals from:· FTA
to consider pest
(City Municipal Code, Section 300),
SFAC, HPC, and
management
employ prevention and nonSFDPW
Planning
requirements in
chemical control methods in
Department,
landscape
design,
maintaining landscaping in the Van
for final design.
and the contractor
Ness Avenue corridor, including
monitoring for pests before treating, · to implement
SFMTAto
throughout the
and using the least-hazardous
provide weekly
plant establishment
chemical pesticides, herbicides, and
reports
on pest ·
period.
fertilizers only when needed and as
control
·
SFDPWto
a last resort.
elements
implement during
throughout
project operation
construction
duration.
Contractor to
SFDPWto
implement during
provide
construction, as
quarterly
needed and per
reports on pest
contract
control
specifications and
management
City guidelines.
for the first 5
years of
operation.
Authority
SF
MTA
Final
Design
SFMTA
SFMTA
to
IM-HY-4: Equip proposed BRT
implement during
stations with trash receptacles to
FTA
final design.
minimize the miscellaneous waste
that may enter the storm drain
system and clog storm drains or

l!'TIPl~mentation
No .. . Affected · : .. Mitigation &.Imprpvement .
5
. : Procedure · ·
Measures
'
.. . Re.source/s
specifications.
subsurface utility locations, building
laterals, maintenance costs and
safety, and pedestrian accessibility.

14
(IM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

15
(JM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

I'.)

0

.i::a

.........

-
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July 2013.

No.

Affected·
.. :·

. 5'

Resource/s.

IV!.itigation & lmp.rovemerit".
Measures
.. .·
". ·

lmPl.ementat.i.on : ..
Procedure
·

·J
1

lmplem~ntation:.
Responsibility ..

. Implementation.: I Monitoring
Schedule> · · : ; "; ·: Respo~~ibility

release pollutants.

16
(IM)

N
0

..i::CX>

17
(IM)

Water
Quality and
Hydrology

I Noise and
Vibration

IM-HY-5: See-M-HZ-C2.

c.

IM-NO-Cl: During construction,
implement the following best
practices in equipment noise and
vibration control, as feasible:
•

Use newer equipment with
improved noise muffling and
ensure that all equipment items
have the manufacturers'
recommended noise abatement
measures, such as mufflers,
engine covers, and engine
vibration isolators intact and
operational. Newer equipment
will generally be quieter in
operation than older equipment ..
All construction equipment
should be inspected at periodic
interva·ls to ensure proper ·
maintenance and presence of
noise control devices (e.g.,

Per contract
specifications,
. SWPPPto be
written by
contractor as part of
construction
planning phase.
SWPPPwill be
implemented by
Contractor.

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

Contractor

Contractor

Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

..__ Construction

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
5FPUC and
RWQCB
SFMTAto
provide weekly
repo.rts on
implementation
ofSWPPP
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTAto
provide weekly
reports
outlining
adherence to
standards
t~roughout

construction
duration.
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Reeorti.ng
'Recipient

I Authority
I FTA

I RWQCB

I Authority
I FTA

July 2013

No ..

Affected . .
. . / s.s
.. R.
esource

Mitigation & Improvement
..
Me·asures.,
•"

l!'Tlplementation
"Procedure.
·

:

Implementatio!l · ·Implementation . Monitoring
.. . ·Responsibility
· Responsibility .·. · ··scheduie ·

'(

mufflers and shrouding).

•

.....,

•
•

N>
0
~

•

co

18
(IM)

Noise and
Vibration

Perform all construction in a
manner that minimizes noise and
vibration. Utilize construction
methods or equipment that will
provide the lowest level of noise
and ground vibration impact.
Turn off idling equipment.
When possible, limit the use of
construction equipment that
creates high vibration levels,
such as vibratory rollers and ·
hammers. When such equipment
must be used within 25 feet of
any existing building, select
equipment models that generate
lower vibration levels.

~

•'

Restrict the hours of vibrationintensive equipment or activities,
such as vibratory rollers, so that
annoyance to residents is
. minimal (e.g., limit to daytime
hours as defined in the noise
ordinance).

IM-NO-C2: During project
construction, conduct project truck
loading, unloading, and hauling
operations so that noise and
vibration are kept to a minimum by
carefully selecting routes to avoid
passing through residential
neighborhoods to the greatest
possible extent.

Report.ing
:·Recipient

-

Per Contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement daily
during project
construction, per
contract
specifications.

44

Contractor

Construction

SFMTAto ·
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
noise and
vibration
minimization
practices
throughout
construction
duration.

Authority
FTA

'•

July 2013

No, . Affected .

.Mitig!)tipn & lmpr!]_vernent.: .. · ..... ·hnpl~rne!ltation ..··. . : ll)'lpie_me·11tatipn

· Resource/s5
19
Noise and
(IM) Vibration

Measures- .. ·'··
. ·
· '· ·
IM-NO-C3: Perform independent
noise and vibration monitoring in
sensitive areas as needed to
demonstrate compliance with
applicable noise limits. Require
contractors to modify and/or
reschedule their construction activities
if monitoring determines that
maximum limits are exc~eded at
residential land uses per the City Noise
Ordinance.

20
(IM)

Noise and
Vibration

N
0

CTI·
0

21
{IM)

Noise and
Vibration

IM-NO-C4: During construction,
comply with the City noise
ordinances and obtain all necessary
permits, particularly in relation to
nighttime construction work.

IM-N0-1: Throughout project
operation, maintain roadway surface
to avoid increases in BRT noise and
vibration levels.

· lm~leme.n!atio~...

M.o.nitorjng :.

·Procedure:!' · ., · ·
SFMTA to perform
independent noise
and vibration
monitoring.
.
Contractor to
implement
modifications as
needed during
project
construction, per
contratt
specifications.
Per contract
specifications.
Contractor to
implement
throughout project
construction.

Responsibility' · ·' sctieduie'· · · .. : Responsibility
Contractor
Construction
SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports on
noise and
vibration
monitoring
throughout
construction
~
duration.

SFMTA to ensure
regular
maintenance of
roadway surface
through Caltrans
maintenaoce
agreement.

SFMTA/SFDPW

45

Contractor

Construction

Operation
'

SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports on
compliance
with City noise
ordinance
throughout
construction
duration.
SFMTA to
provide final
maintenance
agreement with
Caltrans and
identify
maintenance
funding source
for local
contribution to
BRT .
runningway
maintenance.

~epor~ing_ · ·:
R~cipierit ·
Authority
FTA
SFDPH

Authority
FTA

Authority
FTA

July 2013

NC?.
22
(IM)

Affected

Resour~e/s5

Traffic and
Circulation

.

Mitigation & Improvement ·
Measures

IM-NMT-1: Include comprehensive
wayfinding, allowing all users to
navigate to and from the correct
platform.

l!'Tlplementation
Procedure ·, · .·.

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

_lmpl~mentation

lmplernen~.ation

Responsibility··.

Schedule

Construction
Planning Phase,

SFMTA

Construction. ·
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during

.

Monito~ing.

,.

....

,

: Responsibility

Repqrting
Recipien~

SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report
throughout
duration of
project
construction.

Authority

SFMTA to
I
provide
periodic report
on vehicle
procurement

Authority

SFMTAto
provide report

Authority

on vehicle
procurement

FTA

SFMTAto
provide report

Authority

on vehicle
procurement

FTA

FTA

,

construction.
23
(IM)

Traffic and
Circulation

N
0

c:.n
~

24
(IM)

Traffic and
Circulation

IM-NMT-2: For Build Alternative 4,
bus vehicle design should
incorporate an intuitive seating
space for users requiring level
boarding that is easily accessible to
both the front door on the right side·
and the door behind the operator
on the left side.

Operation

SFMTA

SFMTAto
incorporate in
vehicle
procurement

Operation

SFMTA

SFMTAto
IM-NMT-3: For Build Alternative 4,
. incorporate in
bus vehicle design should
incorporate audible cues, such as
vehicle
stop announcements, of which door procurement
open to-avoid any confusion for
passengers.
SFMTAto
IM-NMT-4: Provide sufficient
incorporate in
information to educate lessambulatory passengers th_ at board
vehicle
at BRT stations that they would
procurement
need to exit through the front, right
4oors for stops outside the Van Ness
Avenue corridor.

will

25
(IM)

Traffic and
Circulation

SF MTA

46

-

Operation

FTA

July 2013

No.

26
(IM)

JAffl'.cte~

Resource/s5

I Traffic and

Circulation

.

Mitigat.!on . & 1.m1>rovement ··c

·1!'11plementation

·Implementation :

I Implementation:.

I· Monitoring

IM-TR-1: On-street parking will be
created where bus stops are
consolidated or moved to the center
of the street.

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SFMTA

I Construction

ISFMTA to

Measures

·. · :· .."

.

· 1 Reporting. · :..

·Procedure .· , , · .. · ·R~spohsibmty.'·.'.:" scitedure· ·' '':: :'•··Responsibility··~ ReClpi~r:it ·
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during

Authority

prepare weekly
report during
applicable
phase of
project
construction.

FTA

SFMTAto
prepare weekly

Authority

report during
applicable
phase of
project

FTA

construction.
27
(IM)

I Traffic and
Circulation

IM-TR-2: Additional on-street
parking will be provided where .
feasible by lane striping.

N>
0

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

Per contract
specifications,

en

N>

, construction.

Contractor to
implement during
construction.
28
(IM)

I Traffic and
Circulation

IM-TR-3: Infill on-street parking
spaces will be provided where they
do not exist today as feasible.

SFMTAto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.
Per contract
specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
construction.

47

SFMTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report during
applicable
phase of
project
construction.

Authority

FTA

July 2013

No.

Affected

29

Resource/s~
Traffic and
Circulation

(IM)

MitigatiOn .& Improvement.
Measures

tinp,lementation· : ·
·Procedure ..

lrriplementation
Respons.ibility .

lmpl!i!rri.entation:
Schedule·
'

·Monitoring
Responsibility

Repo~t!ng
Recipient

IM-TR-4: SFMTA will give priority to
retaining color-painted on-street
parking spaces, such as yellow
freight zones white passenger
loading zones, green short-term
parking, and blue disabled parking.

SFMTA to
implement as part
of construction
planning phase.

SFMTA

Construction
P.lanning Phase,
Construction

SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report during

Authority

Phase

applicable
phase of

Per contract

project

specifications,
Contractor to
implement during
i;onstruction.
30
(IM)

Traffic and
Circulation

IM-TR-5:. Blue handicapped parking · SFMTAto
implement as part
spaces will be designed to provide a
of
construction
curb ramp behind each space.
planning phase.

I'.)

construction.

SF MTA

Construction
Planning Phase,
Construction
Phase

()'J

00

SFMTAto
prepare weekly
report during
applicable

Authority
FTA

phase of
project

Per contract
specifications,

0

FTA

construction.

Contractor to
implement during
construction.
31
(IM)

Utilities and
Service
Systems

IM-UT-Cl: For construction work
involving utilities follow these
requirements:
• Obtain authorizatjon from utility
provider before initiating work
• Contact Underground Service
Alert in advance of excavation
work to mark-out underground
utilities
• Conduct investigations, including
exploratory borings if needed, to.
confirm the location and type of

SFMTA, SFPUC, and
SFDPWto
implement as part
of construction
planning phase,
including
coordination with
utility providers, the
Committee for
Utility Liaison on
Construction and
Other Projects

48

SFMTA, SFPUC
and contractor

-.

Permitting &
Construction
(planning phase)

SFMTA to
oversee
approvals from
SFDPWand
Caltrans.

Authority

SFMTA to
provide weekly
reports on
adherence to
permitting
requirements

SFDPW

FTA
Caltrans

July 2013

No .

Affected
5
. · Resource/s

. Mitigation & Improvement
Measures

underground utilities and service
connections
• Prepare a .:;upport plan for each
utility crossing detailing the
inten~ed support method
• Take appropriate precautions for
the protection of unforeseen
utility lines encountered during
construction

•

Restore or replace each utility as
close as planned and work with
providers to ensure its location is
as good or better than found
prior to removal

Implementation ·..
'Procedure

(CULCOP) and the
San Francisco Street
Construction
Coordination
Center.
Per contract
specifications and as
outlined in approval
permits, Contractor
to implement
planned approach
to utilities.

I-.:>
0
(J1

.J::o

49

Implementation·
Responsibility · .

Implementation
...
Schedule

Monitoring··. ·

Repo.rtTng , .._·

Responsibility

Recipient

with respect to
utilities
throughout
construction
duration.
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Notice·of Determination
TO:

FROM:

l8I Office of Planning and Research

Public Agency: San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (Lead Agency)
Address: 1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Contact: Michael Schwartz
Phone: (415) 522-4823

For U.S. Mail:
P.O. Box 3044
Sacramento, CA 95812-3044

Street Address:
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

l8I County Clerk
County of: San Francisco
Address: 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, #168
San Francisco, CA 94102

ENDORSED

FI L·E D

San Francisco County Clerk

SUBJECT: Filing of Notice of Determination in compliance with Section 21
Public Resources Code.
State Clearinghouse Number (if submitted to State Clearinghouse): 2007092059 by:

SEP 13, 2013

JENNIFER WONG
Deputy County Clerk

Project Title: Van Ness' Avenue Bus Rapid Transit Project
Project Location (include county): Van Ness Avenue and South Van Ness Avenue, from Van Ness
Avenue at Lombard Street to South Van Ness Avenue at Mission Street, City and County of San
Francisco.
Project Description: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a new mode of transit in San Francisco and
represents a package of features that together create rapid and reliable transit service for the benefit
of passengers along a given corridor, and the transit system as a whole. The Van Ness Avenue BRT
Project will operate existing bus service in a dedicated transit lane for a two-mile-long stretch from
South Van Ness Avenue at Mission Street to Van Ness Avenue at Lombard Street by converting a
northbound and a southbound mixed-flow traffic lane in the center of the roadway to dedicated
transit lanes. Project features include: at or near level boarding, consolidated transit stops, high
quality stations, platfonn proof of payment, traffic signal optimization, fewer left tum pocket lanes,
transit signal priority, pedestrian safety enhancements, and replacement of the overhead contact
support system/streetlight system, including poles.
This is to advise that the San Francisco County Transportation Authority has approved the above
described project on September IO, 2013, by SFCTA Resolution No. 14-18, and has made the
following determinations regarding the above described project:
1. The project ([81. will D will not] have a significant effect on the environment.
2. l8I An Environmental Impact Report was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of CEQA.
D A Negative Declaration was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of CEQA.
3. Mitigation measures [!81 were D were not] made a condition of the approval of the project
4. A mitigation reporting or monitoring plan (181 was D was not] adopted for this project.
5. A statement of Overriding Considerations [181 was D was not] adopted for this project,
6. Findings [!81 were D were not] made pursuant to the provisi~~µ_~~-------·-----

POSTED

TO
2056

SEP 13 2013

,,
Notice of Determination (continued)
San Francisco County Transportation Authority: Van Ness Avenue BRT Project

This is to certify that the final EIR with comments and responses and record of project approval, or
the Negative Declaration, is available to the General Public at: 1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor, San
Francisco, CA 94103.
·

//1-L-1-1.:i~-1:2:=:,~~~~.....JDate:_"! boIr~ ~

Date Received or filing

a~

OPR _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Record of Decision on the
Van Ness Ave~ue Bus Rapid Transit Project
in San Francisco, California
·
by the
Federal Transit A<lministl'ation
Decision

The Federal Transit Administl'ation (FTA) l1as determined that the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and related federal environmental statutes,
regulations. and executive orders have been satisfied for the Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) Project (the Pl'oject) located in San Francisco, Califomia.
This environmental Reco1·d of Decision (ROD) applies to the ti'ansit alternative consisting of
dedicated bus travel lanes and related facilities on Van Ness Avenue. which was described as tile
Project (defined as the Locally Preferred Alternative [LPA]: Center-Lane BRT with Right-Side
Boarding/Single Median and Limited Left Turns), and was evaluated in
Van Ness Avenue
Bus Rapid Translt Project Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report,
dated July 2013 (Final EIS). FTA served as the federal lead agency under NEPA. The San
Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA), in partnership with the San F1·ancisc:o
Metropolitan Trnnspo1iation Agency (SFMTA), served as the local lead agency for
environmental review under the Califomia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). T11e Califoinia
Depaliment of Transportation (Caltrans) participated as a responsible agency under CEQA
because Caltrans owns the portion of Van Ness and South Van Ness Avenues, designated as U.S.
I-iighway 101 (US 101 ), within the project limits. Caltrans also served as a cooperating agency
under NEPA as delegated by the Federal High"'.'.ay Administration. SFMTA also participated as a
responsible agency under CEQA and a participating agency unde1· NEPA because it will
implement the Project.

the

SFMTA will seek financial assistance from FTA fo1· the Project and carry out the Project final
design and construction. If FTA provides financial assistance fol' the :final design or construction
of the Project, FTA will require the Project to be designed and huilt as presented in the Final EIS
and in this ROD. Any proposed change must be evaluated in accordance with 23 CFR § 771.130
and must be approved by FTA before the agency requesting the change can proceed.
Bacl(g1·ouncl

The Pl'Ojeces purpose is to improve transit reliability, speed, and connectivity in the corridor; to
improve pedestrian safety; to enhance :the.urban design and identity of Van Ness Avenue; to
create a more livable and attractive street for local residential and commercial activities; and to
accommodate safe multimodal circulation and access within the c01Tidor. Van Ness Avenue is a
heavily-tmveled, north-south primary arterial and a part of US 101. It serves as a key north/south
route in the SFMTA transit system (1vtuni). Strnng demand for transit service and future ridetship
growth potential exist in this con·idor. Transit speeds and reliability are poor on Van.Ness
Avenue, due in large part to tl'ansit operations in congested, mixed flow tl'affic. The Project is
intended to suppmi San Francisco's gl'Owth and transportation demands by improving transit
system pe1forma11ce.
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The Project includes a t\.vo mile, dedicated bus lane on Van Ness Avenue, extending from
Mission Str<;!et in the south to Lombal'd Street in the no1ih. Two mixed-flow lanes (one
northbound [NB] and one southbound [SB] lane) would be converted into dedicated transit lanes.
The Project also includes replacement of the Overhead Contact System (OCS) support
poles/streetlights .from Mission Street north to N011h Point Street and streetscaping throughout
the conid01·. The Project proposes consolidation and removal of existing bus stops in each
direction to reduce dwell time delays and improve service reliability. Nine NB and nine SB
stations are included as center lane stations with single median configuration. The NB stations
are located at the following intersections: Market Street, McAllister Street. Eddy Stt·eet1
O'Farrell to Geary streets, Bush Stl.'eet, Clay Street, Pacific Avenue, Vallejo Street, and Union
Stl'eet. The SB stations are located at the following blocks: Market Street, McAllister Street,
Eddy Street, O'FarreU to Gea1·y streets, Sutter Street, Sacramento Street, Jackson Street, Vallejo
Street, and Union Street. The project also reduces left tmns in the con·idor.
Planning for the Project

FTA published the Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepat'e an EIS for this Project in the Federal
Register on Septembel' 24, 2007. The scoping process concluded on November 30, 2007. The
Notice of Availability (NOA) of the Draft EIS was published ill the Federal Register on
November 4, 2011 as well as the local Sa11 Frn11dsco Bxa111bm; the Si11g Tao Daib' (In Cantonese), Bl
l11e!11eyero (In Spanish), and the MaJi11a Ti111eswith.in one week of the appearance in the Federal Registe1~
The Dmft EIS was circulated for public review and comment over a 49-day period, which
concluded on December 23, 2011. In 2012, after consideration of the environmental analysis and
public feedback on the Draft EIS, the SFCTA and SFMTA Boards identified a Local~y Prefen·ed
Alternative (LPA) as center-lane BRT with right~side boarding/single median and limited left
turns for the Van Ness Avenue corridor.
· ·
The NOA for the Final EIS was published on July 12, 2013 in the Federal Register. The review
and comment period for the Final EIS concluded on August 12, 2013. FTA extended the review
period by 15 days, ending on August 27, 2013, for one individual in l'esponse to a request for
additional review time.

Altcmativcs Consi<lered
FTA and SFCTA, in collaboration with. SFMTA, considered a broad range of altematives in
various studies prior to the initiation of the NEPA process and continuing through the Draft and
Final EIS.
.
Between 1995 and 2005, numerous adopted local and regional studies and plans, including a
voter-approved transportation sales tax expenditure plan, identified Van Ness Avenue as part of a
citywide BRT network. Prior to the initiation ofthe environmental study process, the SFCTA
and SFMTA Boards adopted the Van Ness Avenue BRT FeasibiUty Study in 2006. The study
described several possible BRT configurations for Van Ness Avenue. In addition to
recommendations in the Feasibility Study, agency and public input during the scoping process in
2007 :ttelped 1·efi11e the range of alternatives carried fo1ward into the environmental process.

In 2008, the Altematives Screening Report applied screening criteria to the alternatives analyzed
during scoping to determine the ability of each altemative to meet the purpose and need for the
Project. The screening criteria measured the perfmmance of alternatives with regard to achieving
benefits in terms of transit operations, trnnsit rider experience, urban design, and.multimodal
j
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system performance, as well as impacts to traffic and parking, cost, and constrnction impacts.
The alternatives analyzed in this report included a No Build Alternative; transit preferential street
{TPS) improvements; multiple BRT alignments, including center running and side running BRT;
and smface light rail and sµbway altematives. The TPS improvements, smface light rail and
subway alternatives were not recommended for further analysis in the Draft EIS based on their
low performance in meeting the screening criteria. The report 1·ecommended the following
alternatives for fhrther study in a Draft EIS, as described below:
•
•
•
•

No Build Alternative;
Build Alternative 2 - Side Lane BRT with Street Parking;
Build Alternative 3 - Center Lane BRT with Right"Side Boarding and Dual Median.; and
Build Alternative 4 - Center Lane BRT with Left-Side Boarding and Single Median.

The report also recommended a design option termed "Design Option B" for Build Alternatives
3 and 4. Design Option B would eliminate all left turns on the Van Ness Avenue corridor, except
for one NB left tum at Lombard Street and one SB left turn at Broadway. The design option
reduces weaving and aids the flow of north-south traffic on Van Ness Avenue. ·

Alternative I - No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not alter the existing
transit network within the project area and would not include any major service improvements or
new transportation infrastructure aside from improveme11t projects planned to occ1rr within the
near-term horizon year of 2015. This includes planned pavement rehabilitation, OCS and
support pole/streetlight replacement, traffic signal upgrades, bus vehicle improvements such as
low floor boarding and all door boarding, and installation of bus airlval displays. These
improvements would not change sidewalk, intersection crossing, and median configurations.
Build Alternative 2-Sfde Lane BRTwith Street Parking. Build Alternative 2 proposes dedicated
transit lanes along the side of the roadway where the right-most travel lane in each direction
currently exists, adjacent to the curbside parking area. Constmction of Build Altemative 2 would
not require replacement or relocation of segments of the sewe1· pipeline, as would occur in
varying degrees imder the other build alternatives. Alternative 2 is the enviromnentally
preferable alternative as it would result in less traffic impacts at intersections during operations
and would remove fewer trees compared to the other build altematives. However, compared to
the other build alternatives, Alternative 2 had the lowest petfo1mance in meeting the Purpose and
Need, particularly in regard to transit performance, bicycle and pedestrian access and safety
enhancement, and system performance, as discussed in Chapter 10 of the Final EIS.
Build Alternative 3 - Center Lane BRTwith Right-Side Boarding and Dual Median. Build
Alternative 3 proposes dedicated transit lanes in the center of the roadway where the median
currently exists, with two medians sepai·ating bus lanes from mixed-flow traffic. The BRT
stations would be located in the center medians. Build Alternative 3 requires the removal and
complete reconstruction of the center median and, therefore, would remove the associated street
trees. It would also require extensive l'eplacement of the sewer pipeline.
·Build Alternative 4 - Center Lane BRTwith Left-Side Boarding and Single Median. Build
Alternative 4 proposes dedicated transit lanes in the center of the roadway where the left-most
1ravel lane in each direction cul'l'ently exists along both sides of a single centel' median. The BRT
stations would be located in the single center median. This alternative requires Jeft-side boarding
and the acquisition of left-side door vehicles, which adds cost to the Project. Further, this type of
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left-side door vehicle, which uses electric propulsion through a11 overhead contact system, is not
known to be operating anywhere in North America.
1

Locally Preferred Alternative-Center-running BRTwith Right-Side Boarding Platforms Single
Median and Limited Left Turns; On May 15, 2012, the SFMTA Board selected the Center-Lane
BRT with Right-Side Boarding Platforms Single Median and Limited Left Tums as the LPA for
inclusion in the Final EIS for the Va11 Ness Avenue BRT Project. On June 26, 2012, the SFCTA
Board also selected this alternative as the LPA for inclusion in the Final EIS. The LPA is a
combination and refinement of the two center-nmning alte1natives with limited left turns (Build
Alternatives 3 and 4 with Design Option B) presented in the Draft EIS. The LPA has similar
impacts as both Alternatives 3 and 4; however, the LPA rebuilds a smaller portion of the median
than Build Alternative 3 and avoids a complete removal of median trees and rebuilding of the
sewer. The LPA would not need left-side boarding vehicles as is the case with Build Altemative

4.
Additionally, in response to public comments, the Final EIS evaluated a northbound station at
the Vallejo StreetNanNess Avenue intersection as a design variant (Vallejo No1thbo1111d
Station Variant). Like the othe1· stations, it would be a center lane station with single median
configumtion. The SFCTA Board approved implementation of the LP A with the Vallejo
Northbound Station Variant on September 10, 2013. On Septembe1· 17, 2013, the SFMTA
Board also approved implementation of the LPA with the design va1·iant.
Description of the Project

The Pl'Oject as described in the Final EIS is the subject of this ROD. The Van Ness Avenue BRT
Project is scheduled to begin construction in 2016 with operation commench1g in 2018. The LPA is
a combination and refinement of the center-running alternatives with limited left tums (Build
Alternatives 3 and 4. with Design Option B) and is 1·eferred to as Center-Lane BRT with RightSide Boarding/Single Median and Limited Left Turns.
The Project would operate along a dedicated transit lane, or transitway, for the two-mile-long
project col'ridor from Mission Street to Lombard Street. The Project would occur entirely within
the existing street 1'ight of way. Two mixed-flow traffic lanes (one SB and one NB) wo1.1ld be
converted into two dedicated transit lanes (one SB and one NB) to accommodate the BRT
transitway. BRT vehicles would iun alongside a single median for most of the corridor;
however, at station locations, BRT vehicles would transition to the center of the roadway,
allowing l'ight-side loading at station platforms.

The existing clU'bside Muni bus stops within the corridor would be removed and replaced with
center lane BRT stations. With the Vallejo Northbound Station Design Variant) nine NB and
nine SB stations are included as center lane stations with single median configuration.
The LPA also incorporates Design Option B, which eliminates all left turns in the Project
corrido1·, except for one NB left turn at Lombard Street and one SB left turn at B1·oadway.
Existing left-turn pockets for mixed-flow traffic would be eliminated at twelve intersections (six
NB movements and six SB movements) to reduce conflicts with the BRT operation and
oncoming vehicles. Right-tum pockets would be p1·ovided at three intersections
(Mission/Otis/South Van Ness, Market Street, and Pine Street) along SB Van Ness Avenue.
Pedestrian improvements at the South Van Ness Avenue and Mission Street intersection will be
implemented as pa.tt of the Van Ness Avenue BRT Project consistent with the Ma1·ket and
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Octavia Area Plan, which was approved in 2007 by the City and Cou11ty of San ;Francisco Board
of Sl.1pervisors. Those improvements include including pedestdan bulbouts to reduce crossing
distances and would also convert the turn from South Van Ness Avenue onto 12'11 Street such
that traffic would be allowed to access South Van Ness Avenue from 12'11 Street (i.e., converting
it from 1-way to 2-way). This would allow the Project to close the southern part of the roadway
connecting 12111 Street to South Van Ness Avenue, increasing the pedestdan space without
reducing traffic access.
The following transportation system and infrastructure improveme11ts are included in the Project:
o

•
•
•
e
o

Bus vehicles with level or near level boarding capability;
High quality BRT st~tions;
Platform pl'Oof of payment/all-door boarding;
Traffic signal optimization;
Transit signal priority; and
Pedestrian safety enhancements such as median upgrade/nose cones, curb ramp upgrades,
curb bulbs, pedestrian com1tdow11 signals, accessible pedestrian signals, and OCS and
support pole/streetlight replacement.

The Project would require modification of some of the existing median landscaping, including
removal of tt·ees and landscaping at station platform locations at1d transition blocks leading to
and from station locations. Existing trees would be retained where feasible, and new trees would
be planted in the median and along the sidewalk at former bus stop locations. The Project
provides an approxh11ately two-foot-wide buffer between pedestrians and traffic in the form of
planters located between existing sidewalk trees. Those buffers are located on the block
between O'Farrell and Geary streets on the east side of the street and on the two blocks between
Broadway and Green Street on both sides of the street.
Basis for Decision

FTA has determined that the Project meets the Purpose and Need of the proposed action as
outlined in Chapter 10 of the Final EIS and discussed below.

Transit Pe1formance - The Project would significantly improve transit travel time, reliability,
and ridership along Van Ness Avenue. hl 2015, relative to the No Build Alternative described in
the EIS, the LPA would reduce transit travel time by 33 percent (up to 7 minutes in each
direction between Mission and Lombard streets), reducing the travel time gap between autos and
transit by as much as 50 percent. The likelihood of a bus unex1Jectedly stopping (excluding
loading and unloading passengers) would decrease by 52 percent, allowing more reliable travel
times. Transit boardings would increase by 37 percent (mo1·e than 14,000 additional iiders)
through011t the r01.1tes pf Muni bus lines 47 and 49 when compared with the existing conditions,
a11d up to half of the additional l'iders could be former automobile occupants. The Van Ness
Avenue BRT Project would increase the street's transit mode share to 44 percent of all motorized
trips, relative to 30 percent under the No Build Altemative.
Passenger &perience - The proposed project offers numerous enhancements to the passenger
experience, including bus vehicles with level or neadevel boarding, dedicated bus lanes
(transitway), new stations, and platformproof of payment/all-door boarding. Additionally, the
numbe1· oflane-weaves made by buses along Van Ness Avem.'le would reduce by more thati 50
percent compared with the No-Build Alternative.
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Access and Pedestrian Safety - The Project would incorporate features to increase pedestrian
safety at intersections, including pedestrian countdown signals, additional curb bulbs, and
enhanced median refuges. With the proposed Projecti the median refuges within all of the
crosswalks in the project corddor would be at least six feet wide, compared with existing
conditions in which 47 percent of the median refuges are less than five feet wide. These features
would shorten crossing distances, allowing nearly all intersections to meet local and federal
standards for minimum pedestrian crossing speed, while giving pedestrians more information
about when it is safe to cross. New ADA curb ramps and Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS)
along Van Ness Avenue would enhance safety and acces·s for all users.
Urban Design - A main component of the Van Ness Avenue BRT Project is to provide a
consistent landscaped median t1·eatment and pedestrian lighting, as well as establish a more .
unified identity for Van Ness Avenue as one of the City's most prominent arterials with a visible
rapid transit service. The improved streetscape features of the Project would enhance the amenity
and urban design of Van Ness Avenue as a gateway into the city and support recently approved
nearby high-density mixed-use development plans. The Project would help transform the street
into a vibrant pedestrian promenade that supports the Civic Center and commercial uses.
Placement of BRT infrastructure would demonstrate an investment in the corridor and would
provide a gt·eater sense of peimanence than existing bus facilities. Such facilities can support
place-making and livability, while helping to ·stimulate further transit-ol'iented development.

Multimodal Circulation - The Project would increase the total number of people (in cars and on
transit) that use each lane of Van Ness Avenue. While the No Build Alternative moves
approximately 605 transit patrons and 630 people in private vehicles in each lane on Van Ness
Avenue, the proposed project would move approximately 93 0 transit patrons and 680 people in
private vehicles in each lane during the PM peak hour. Overall person delays on Van Ness
Avenue would be similar to the No Build Alternatives and the total number of people traveling
through the corridor would be maintained (within 1% in Year 203 5) with implementation of
BRT.
PublicJnvolvement ancl Outreach
As discussed i.11 Chapter 8 of the Final EIS, an extensive public outreach and involvement
program was implemented tln:oughout the development of the Project, beginning with scoping in
2007 and throughout the NEPA pl'Ocess. Public outreach will continue through construction.
SFCTA staff met with over35 local cotmmmity and business groups, provided publicity on
Muni vehicles and in bus shelters, disseminated press releases, held public meetings, and
established a Community Advisory Cotmnittee (CAC) comprised of nine citizens living in or
near the project area, which held 27 meetings between September 2007 and September 2013.
During the scoping period and circulation of the Draft EIS, the project team met with
stakeholders and held briefings with elected officials. Two public meetings wei·e held during the
scoping period, a public hearing and webh1ar were l1eld during circulation of the Draft EIS, and
public meetings and hearings were also held after the Final EIS was issued.
Various techniques and venues were used to encourage pru.iicipation by the public, including
envh'onmentaljustice communities, as well as stakeholder gi·o11ps and agencies. Informational
matedals were disseminated through multilingual mailings (Spanish alld Cantonese),
multilingual print media notices, e-mail, flyers, a project information phone line (415-593-.1655),
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a project website (www.vannessbrt.org), social media networks (Facebook), and media relations
(press releases and press advisories).
A particular focus of the public info1matio11 process was to address concei·ns of residents and
businesses within the project area. Local concerns included displacement of parking, traffic
congestion, noise, and the consolidation of existing bus stops into a fewer number of BRT
stations. Meetings were held with business and neighborhood associations, as well as
community leaders and representatives of individual businesses. Public meetings were held at
various locations in the corridor and were accessible by pi1blic transit.
Prior to the selection of the LPA, the project team gave presentations at mol'e than 15 public and
stakeholder meetings. Additional presentations regarding the LPA were made following the
SFCTA Board's selection of the LPA on June 26, 2012. The SFCTA Board considered public
comments as part of its LPA selection process. The SFCTA maintained an email list of
stakeholders located throughout the pl'Oject area. Stakeholders were notified of station planning
workshops, which focused on 1.trb~n ai1d streetscape design concepts and station area planning
along the project corridor. Eftmail updates outlining the staffk1·ecommended LP A were sent to the
project e-mail list, a postcard containing shnila1· info1·mation was mailed to constituents without
email addresses, and a media advisory and press release were sent to atnlounoe consideration of
theLPA.

Responses to public comments received during the circulation pel'iod of the Draft EIS were
incorporated into the Final EIS, Appendix I. Furthe1·, Attachment B to this ROD provides a
stimrnary of comments received after the Final EIS was issued and responses to those comments.
A Statement of Overriding Considerations and a Mitigation Monito1'ing and Repoliing Program
was prepared and the SFCTNs Board certified the Final BIR on September 10, 2013 under
CEQA.
.
FTA and SFCTA also identified other Federal and non-Federal agencies that may have had an
interest in the Project a11d involved them in project briefings and preliminary reviews of the Dl'aft
and Final EIS. Caltrans and SFMTA were involved as responsible agencies under CEQA. Other
participating agencies included Golden Gate Bridge Highway & Transpo1:tation District,
Metropolitan Transportation C01mnission, San Francisco Department of Public Works, San
Francisco Planning Department, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, and the San
Francisco Mayor's Office on Disability. .
Determinations and Findings

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
Seven historic properties and propertyMtype resources listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register ofHisto1icPlaces (NRHP) are located in the area of potential effects for this
Project. The majodty of the improvements occur within the existing cw:bfttoMcurb pavement. The
Project would not affect the histol'ic integrity of any histo1ic 1·esource or the features for which
the properties are eligible for the NRHP. There is a potential for excavation associated with the
Project if imdiscovered buried archaeological resources are encountered during construction. The
Project includes measures for the treatment of unanticipated archeological resources discovered
during constrnction, as set forth in the Final EIS and Attachment A to this ROD. As a result, the
FTA determined that the Project would have no adverse effect on histo1ic resources within the
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area of potential effects, and the State Historic P1·eservation Officer concmTed in this finding in a
letter, dated May 17, 2013, which is included in Attachment C.
· Air Quality Conformity
The Project satisfies the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) air quality confonnity
requirements under 40 C.F.R. Part 93, as documented in Section 4.10.5 ofthe Final EIS. T11e
Project was included in the regional emissions analysis completed by the Metropolitan
Tmnsportation Commission (MTC) fo1· the conforming Regional Transportation Plan
(Transportation 2035 Plan, approved in August 2013). This analysis found that the plan and,
therefo1·e, the individual projects contained in the plan, are conforming projects and will have afr
qi1ality impacts consistent with those identified in the State hnplementation Plan (SIP) for
achieving the national ambient ail' quality standards. The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and FTA determined the Transportation 2035 Plan to conform to the SIP in 2013. The
proposed project is also included in the federal 2013 Transportation Imp!,'ovement Program
(TIP). The 2013 TIP and accompanying Transpol'tationNAil' Quality Conformity Analysis were
adopted by Mrc on July 18, 2013. FHWA and FTA determined the TIP to conform to the SIP
on August 12, 2013.
The Project is not considered a Project of Ail' Quality Concern (POAQC) as defined in EPA' s
Transpo1tation Confonnity Guidance. The Project would not increase the percentage of diesel
vehicles 011 the roadway, does not involve a bus or rail tem1inal that significantly increases diesel
vehicles, and is not identified in the SIP as a possible PM2.s or PM10 violation site. The MTC has
confirmed that the LPA is not considered a POAQC.
Section 4(:t) Findings
Twenty park and recreational facilities and seven historic properties, including one historic
landmark/district, are located in the vicinity of the Project. Pursuantto Title 49 U.S.C. § 303, the
Project would not i·esult in the direct use, temporary occupancy,.01· constructive use of any
Section 4(f) resources.
Endangered Species Act
No sensitive species or habitats protected under the Endangered Species Act were identified in
the project area. The only sensitive species from the California Natural Diversity Database
potentially found in the study area are raptors, including the peregrine falcon. Due to lack of
suitable habitat, there are no reports that these sensitive species have nested in buildings within
the study area. The Project is not likely to have any direct or indirect effects on these species, due
to the limited nature of proposed construction which will be confined to the street and sidewalk
area. No fo1mal consultation with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service was required. No
adverse effects pursuant to the Endangered Species Act would occur.
Section404 of the Clean Water Act and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
No surface water bodies are located in the immediate vicinity of the corridor. As part of San
Francisco's combined wastewater and stormwater sewer system, the storm drain inlets on Van
Ness Avenue collect and convey surface nmoff to a wastewater treatment plant, where it receives
secondary treatment prior to discharge to receiving waters. The Project will comply with Title III
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and Title IV of the Clean Water Act and National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) standards during and following construction. To comply with the NPDES General
Construction Permit, a Notice of Intent would be filed witl1 the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) prior to construction. The Project would include preparation of a Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that includes the identification and implementation of
applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs) to control erosion and to ensure that dirt,
constrnction materials, pollutants or other human-associated materials are not discharged from
the project area into surface waters 01· into areas that would eventually drain to sto1m drains. The
SWPPP also includes a monitoring program to ascertain the effectiveness of the prescribed
BMPs. Upon completion of construction. a Notice of Termination would be filed with the
SWRCB.
Executive Order 11988: Floodplain Management
The Project is not located within any 100 or 500 year flood zones and, therefore, no
modifications to any established floodplains would result from the implementation of the Project.
The Project is located in a developed area with impervious smfaces and well-developed drainage
infrastmcture. TI1ere is no net increase in impervious area under the proposed project. The
Project would increase the pervious (landscaped) area by approximately 0.2-acre. It would not
increase the risk of flooding. No adverse effects relative to Executive Order 11988 (Flood Plain
Management) would occm'.
Executive Order 12898: Environmental Justice
The study area has a lower percentage of minority population (approximately 43 percent) than
that of the City and County of San Francisco (approximately 56 percent) as a whole. However,
minority and low income populations exist in the study area. Figure4.14-2 on page 4.14.10 of
the Final EIS shows Census Block Gl'Oups with greater than 50% minority population. Field
observations indicate a presence of homeless people in the southern portion of the corridor,
namely neat· the Civic Center and Market Street vicinities, and a number of Census Block
Groups (shown in Figme 4.14-1 on page 4.14-9 of the Final EIS) were identified as having more
than a 10 percent greater number of households with incomes below the pove11y threshold'than
the City of San Francisco as a whole.
·

.

The Pl'Oject would result in improved transit reliability and travel time savings that would benefit
all communities in the study area and citywide, including minority and low-income groups.
Within the Van Ness Avenue col'l'idor, implementation of the Project would improve transit
service for the transit-dependent populations and provide improvements to pedestrian signals and
curb ramps.
The effects of the Project would be distributed throughout the project corl'idor. The Project
includes measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse impacts, as set forth in the Final EIS
and Attaclunent A to this ROD. Accordingly, FTA has concluded, in accordance with Executive
Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and
Low-h1come Populations, that environmental justice communities would not be s1ibject to
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects as a result of the
Project.
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. Measu1·es that Mitigate the Adverse Effects of the Proiect
Measures to mitigate the effects of the Project were considered during planning and development
in coordination with interested agencies. The mitigation commitments are described in the
Mitigation Monitodng and Reporting Program to ensW'e fulfilhrient of all environmental and
related commitments in the Final EIS (see Attachment A). Any change in such mitigation from
the desctiption in the Final EIS will require a review in accordance with 23 CPR § 771.130 and
must be approved by FTA.

DEC 2 0 2013
Date
Regional Adtninistmtor
Federal Transit Administration, Region IX
Attachments:
Attachment A: Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Attachment B: Summary ·of Comments Subseql.1ent to the Draft EIS and Responses
Attachment C: Relevant Correspondence
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City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

john Rahaim, Director, Planning Department
Ed Reiskin, Executive Director, Municipal Transportation Agency
Mohammed Nuru, Director, Public Works
Theresa Sparks, Executive Director, Human Rights Commission
Naomi Kelly, City Administrator, Office of the City Administrator
Jaci Fong, Director, Office of Contract Administration
Maria Cordero, Director, Contract Monitoring Division

FROM:

Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

November 13, 2014

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED

The Board of Supervisors' Land Use and Economic Development Committee has
received the following proposed legislation, introduced by Supervisor Kim on November
4,2014:
I

.

File No. 141148
Ordinance modifying the requirements of Administrative Code, Section
6.68, as applied to the proposed construction of the Van Ness Bus Rapid
Transit Project to authorize the Municipal Transportation Agency to,
. instead of a formal Request for Qualifications, issue a Request for
Proposals (RFP) to potential construction managers/general contractors
(CM/GC}, to include their teams of core trade subcontractors, which RFP
will contain minimum qualifications for the CM/GC and certain
subcontractors; evaluate the CM/GC primarily on non-cost criteria;
negotiate a guaranteed maximum price with the selected CM/GC when the
design is sufficiently complete, provided the price is fair and reasonable;
and making_ environmental findings.
If you have any additional comments or reports to be included with the file, please
forward them to me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B.
Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
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c:

AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Planning Department
Janet Martinsen, Municipal Transportation Agency
Kate Breen, Municipal Transportation Agency
Dillon Auyeung, Municipal Transportation Agency
Frank Lee, Public Works
Gloria Lopez, Human Rights Commission
Cameron Langner, Office of Contract Administration
Kofo Domingo, Office of Contract Administration
Rochelle Fretty, Contract Monitoring Division
Selorymey Dzikunu, Public Works
Jewell Finbarr, Public Works
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Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor
Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

IZl

1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter Amendment)

D

2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

.D

5. City Attorney request.
from Committee.

D
D

6. Call File No.

D

8. Substitute Legislation File No.

7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

D ... 9. Reactivate File No.

D

inquires"
~---------------~

~I-----~

L - 1_ _ _ _ _ _ ,

iO. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
~------------~

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
D Small Busine~s Commission
D Youth C9mmission
D Ethics Commission

D . Planning Commission

D Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):
jsupervisor Jane Kim

Subject:
Contracting Process for Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit Project

· The text is listed below or attached:

'See attached.

SigrurtureofSponsoringSupervisor:

~

0. ~

For Clerk's Use Only:
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